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Clemson arrests arson suspect
Wednesday Johnstone fire
injures two students
MIKE MCCOMBS AND ANNA REEVES

news editor and staff writer
University police arrested freshman
Scott Wayne Beasley, 18, and charged
him with first degree arson in connection with an early morning fire
Wednesday in the E-Section of
Johnstone Hall.
If convicted Beasley will face a maximum penalty of 25 years in jail. A
$10,000 surety bond has been set.
"Mr. Beasley has made statements
and admitted his involvement with this
fire," said Clemson University Police
Chief Lonnie Saxon.
Ironically Beasley reported the fire
and was involved in putting the fire out.
"We interviewed sever- ■ QUAD FIRE:
al
people," Accidental fire in
said Saxon.
Norris hall
"Of course we
always take a sparked by electrilook at people cal shortage. Page 2
close at hand.
=
Sometimes the victims in these cases
will be the perpetrators."
Police have not ruled out accomplices.
According to Saxon, officials were
notified of the fire in room E-413
Johnstone around 6 a.m. Wednesday.
Tim Barrett and Matt Jiron, both freshmen, were awakened by the smoke
detector in their room.
The detector was activated by a
burning trash can placed outside their
open door. Both students sustained
minor injuries in their effort to extinguish the fire and missed classes
Wednesday.
"These injuries prompted officials to
raise the situation from arson to
attempted murder," Saxon said.
The accused, Beasley, of E-412
Johnstone, was also injured in his
attempt to extinguish the flames.
The South Carolina State Law
Enforcement Division (SLED) was
called to the scene to assist in the investigation.
"SLED was instrumental in finding
circumstantial evidence linking
Beasley to the crime," said Saxon.
According to Beasley's mother,

Pamela K. Lamb of Greenville, he spent
Wednesday night at the University
Police Department, where he was questioned for most of the day. Lamb spoke
to Beasley late Wednesday and said his
state of mind was not good.
As of late Wednesday night, Beasley
had not retained legal representation.
"He's 18 and going to school on
grants," said Lamb. "He's pretty much
on his own."
If he gets an attorney it will probably have to be from the Pickens County
Public Defender's Office, Lamb said.
His preliminary trial date is set for
Oct. 10.
Beasley will also face University disciplinary hearings and could be
expelled from housing.
"I would say that's a real good
assumption," said Almeda Jacks, vicepresident for student affairs.
This was not the first encounter
between Beasley and Barrett that had
involved the police.
According to police reports, Barrett
was a suspect in an altercation with
Beasley that occurred last week. The
conflict resulted in Beasley being hospitalized with two broken ribs.
Barrett and Beasley's former roommate, Michael P. Dixon, got into a fight
on Tuesday Sept. 17. According to Jiron,
Beasley stepped in to break up the fight.
During the altercation, Barrett allegedly, accidentally kneed Beasley in the
ribs. Barrett was under the influence of
alcohol at the time, according to police
reports.
Beasley also reported vandalism to
his car early Tuesday morning. The car,
which was parked on Post Office Road,
was flipped on its side, when officers
arrived on the scene.
Jiron said Beasley did not accuse the
roommates of the reported vandalism,
but did question Barrett about the incident.
"There are a lot of people on campus
that don't like Scott," said Jiron. "I mean
anybody could have done it."
Jiron is considering a civil suit if his
renter's insurance does not cover his
damaged computer.
SEE ARSON, PAGE 7

TYRONE WALKER/special to The Tiger

ARSON: Officer Truette Dobson helps Matt Jiron clean items damaged from afire set by an arsonist
early Wednesday morning injohnstone E-section.

Cadets held captive for 24 hours
in observance of POW/MIA Day

SAY

► Military Heritage Plaza hosted
the commemorative ceremony.
OWEN DRISKILL

sports editor

GREG SCHMlDT/cdkor in chief

Students lined up in The Union last Friday to have their portraits taken for the 1991
TAPSyearbook. Makeup portraitsfor the yearbook will be taken on Oct. 14-25.

Army and Air Force ROTC cadets
endured 24 hours in a cage last Thursday
to commemorate years of imprisonment
suffered by American prisoners of war.
The cadets were held captive at the
Military Heritage Plaza as part of the
University's annual observance of
POW/MIA Day. A candle-lighting ceremony preceded the demonstration.
"It reminds us there is a price to be paid
for freedom," said Col. Marc L. Drinkhahn,
commander and professor of Aerospace
Studies for Air Force ROTC Detachment
770. "We take it for granted because we
have had it for so long."
The Arnold Air Society, in conjunction
with the Army ROTC, conducted the com-

memoration, Col. Drinkhahn said. Local
resident B.N. Skardin, a graduate of
Clemson and a former World War II POW,
was the guest speaker.
Cadets were held in the the cage for
one-hour intervals, Col Drinkhahn said.
Cadet Colonel David Milner served as the
first symbolic prisoner. He was not
allowed to converse with anyone during
his captivity.
"It makes you think," Milner said. "The
one hour of discomfort I had to go through
was nothing to the years of discomfort, of lost
hope, of desolation the POWs had to endure."
Participants began the candle-lighting
ceremony by presenting the colors and
playing "The Star Spangled Banner." A history of American POWs followed the rendition of the National Anthem.
The
candle-lighting
ceremony
involved six cadets who each read one of
the six articles of the Code of Conduct for
SEE MIA PAGE 7
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Electrical short sparks fire in quad
Clemson sponsoring
alumni career conference
Today is the deadline for
interested companies and
Clemson alumni to register for
the Tiger Alumni Career
Conference to be held Oct. 31Nov. 2 at the Embassy Suites
Hotel at 670 Verdae Blvd. in
Greenville.
Recruiters from more than
25 companies are expected to
participate in the career placement conference for Clemson
graduates. Alumni resumes will
be published in a booklet given
to the company representatives.
There will be two open sessions to allow recruiters and
alumni to meet and schedule
interviews, while the remainder
of the conference will be set
aside for individual interview
sessions.
More information is available through the Alumni Career
Services Office.

Architecture lecture
scheduled
Professor Michael Benedikt
will speak in Clemson's Lee
Hall Oct. 3 at 7:30 p.m. as
part of the Clemson
Advancement Foundation for
Design and Building lecture
series.
Currently the director of the
Center for American
Architecture and Design at the
University of Texas at Austin,
Benedikt will share his knowledge of digital technology as it
relates to architecture and
design.
His most recent book,
"Cyberspace: First Steps," is
an anthology of essays about
the advent of digital technology
and the design environment.

Myrtle Beach resident is
president-elect of Alumni
Association
James P. Creel, of Myrtle
Beach, S.C., is the presidentelect of Clemson's 75,000member Alumni Association.
Creel is the owner of the
Creel Corporation, a hospitalityrelated firm in Myrtle Beach.
He is a 1960 alumnus of
Clemson and a recipient of the
University's Alumni
Distinguished Service Award.
He was the first general
chairman of the United Way of
Horry County and has been
active in many local organizations. Creel's wife, Carolyn, is
also a Clemson graduate. The
couple has contributed a great
deal to the University, including
establishing an endowment to
support tourism research.

Clemson professor wins
research award
Professor Ronald Thurston
was awarded the National
Turkey Federation Research
Award, presented for research
beneficial to the turkey industry, at the annual meeting of
the Poultry Science Association
in Louisville, Ky.
Thurston, a professor of
poultry science, was selected
for his research on the reproductive physiology of the
domestic turkey. He hold, a
B.A. and M.S. from the
University of Arkansas and a
Ph.D from the University of
Missouri.

Exhibit to focus on
German-speaking South
Carolinians
A special exhibit focusing
on the contributions of Germanspeaking
South Carolinians will be at
the R.M. Cooper Libr-.rv during
October.
The exhibit w>!i feature
South Carolina natives and
immigrants who have made
contributions to the arts, science, religion, civics and economics from the 17th century
to the present.
The exhibit will feature silversmith Peter Mood, portrait
painter Jeremiah Theus and the
German Fusiliers, a patriotic
organization started during the
Revolutionary War that continued into the 20th century.

► Norris hallfire is not related to rash of
suspicious blazes injohnstone
ANNA REEVES

staff writer

Yet another fire in an on-campus residence
hall damaged room 334 Norris in Clemson's fraternity quad last Tuesday night.
According to Clemson Fire Marshall Donny
Brewer, the accidental fire was started by an electrical short in sophomore Blake DuBoses's oscillating fan.
Apparently, the fan's own vibrations caused it
to fall off the student's desk onto a chair and
ignite.
No one was on the Lambda Chi Alpha hall at
the time of the fire.
Fire officials were notified by Robbie Lake and
Chris Woods, resident assistants injohnstone Fsection, who saw
the smoke coming out of the "This was a small fire,
dorm window. an accidental fire, but
Lake and Woods
also pulled the it still could have
fire alarms that killed somebody."
evacuated the
residents
of
DONNY BREWER
Norris.
Clemson Fire Marshall
"RA training
has really benefited us," said Lake. "I would like to thank housing
for providing fire training for us. For those of us in
Johnstone E and F, it has really paid off this
semester."
The exact time at which the fire started could
not be determined. The fire department was
called at 9:59 p.m.
Brewer wanted to stress that students should
not hesitate to activate the smoke alarm system
in the case of a real emergency such as this.
Brewer also said that students should beware
of plugging in power strips into extension cords

Clemson [ire department

DAMAGE: This dorm room in Norris hall was destroyed last Tuesday night hy afire started accidentally by an oscillatingfan. Thefire is one of several so far this semester.
instead of directly into the wall outlet. Brewer
stressed the importance of regular smoke detector battery checks.
"Smoke detectors are an important, critical
aspect of fire safety," said Brewer.

"These are designed to get you up early enough
to get you away from the dangers that a fire may
cause."
"This was a small fire, an accidental fire, but it
still could have killed somebody," Brewer said.

Packaging department receives endowment
► Dow Chemical helps
packaging science students move a step forward.
STAFF REPORTS

The
molten
plastic
emerges as a bubble from the
new plastic film extruder in
the
Sonoco
Packaging
Science
Laboratory
at
Clemson. From here, it can be
slit and formed into bags or
pouches for packaging foods
and many other products. By
changing to a slot die, the
system produces single plastic films for wrapping, and
covering applications.
This new piece of equipment is a small-scale version
of the extrusion systems currently used by commercial
plastic film manufacturers. It
represents a significant step
forward for packaging science
students
and
researchers at Clemson, as
well as for area plastic film
manufacturers who use the
laboratory to test new products.

"This extruder is very versatile because it can produce
both a single sheet and a
sleeve," explained Bob Testin,
chairman of the packaging
science
department
at
Clemson. "It is a a great training tool because our students
and industrial users will
have the same technology as
commercial operations. And
our research scientists can
use it to help develop packaging films of the future."
The extruder was purchased with a grant from
Dow Chemical as part of an
overall upgrade of plastic
processing equipment in the
laboratory. Another part of
the grant has been placed in
an endowment to provide
continuing support for the
packaging science department.
"Dow Chemical has been
very generous in their support of the packaging science
program here at Clemson,"
Testin said. "We could not
offer the level of teaching
and research that we do
without the continuing

interest and support from
industry partners like Dow."
"The Dow Chemical
Company is both a supplier
and an end user of packaging
materials," said Len Azzaro,
commercial director from
Dow's polyethylene products.
"We believe it is important
for industry to support educational programs like
Clemson's packaging science
department. Our financial
support will continue to provide the industry with future
packaging leaders."
Clemson is one of the few
universities in the country
that offers a packaging science degree, and is nationally
recognized as a model for
industry-academic partnership.
Because of an active cooperative education program,
summer intern opportunities
and ties that have been developed throughout the nation
with packaging industry
partners, 100 percent of
Clemson's packaging science
graduates receive job offers in NEW EQUIPMENT: Bob Testin observes doctoral student Lee
the packaging industry or Wiles putting the new extruder through its paces.

IBM establishes closer ties with academics
► IBM uses graduate students
to test programs before they
are put on the market.
BRAD JONES

staff writer
It has reached the point where it
is nearly impossible to perform any
task that doesn't in some way
involve a computer. And where
there are computers, there is computer software. The only problem is
finding an accurate test group to
experiment with the programs
before they go out to the general
public.
This is where Clemson students
come in.

Clemson and IBM have joined to
form the Clemson University
Multimedia Authoring, Teaching,
Training and Research Facility.
Under the direction of Carl
Lovitt, director of the Pearce Center
for Professional Communication,
and Tharon Howard, director of the
usability lab, students in the
University's professional communication master's program work with
IBM computer software months
before it is available to the public.
"Clemson's graduate research
program matches the needs of IBM
and fosters collaboration with their
graduate students and their
research efforts," said IBM Program
Director Tom Smith.

By monitoring the reactions of
users who volunteer to be a part of
the program, they are able to gauge
product usability-how well the
software promotes user satisfaction-and also the potential success
of the product when it enters the
competitive market.
"This relationship enables IBM to
establish closer relationships with
academia to share research agendas
and to keep current in a rapidly
evolving field," said Smith.
Although the world of computers
and computer software has a tendency to be highly technical, much
of the testing and research that goes
on in the usability lab is decidedly
low-tech.

Issues such as what screen colors
users prefer, whether the on-screen
buttons are easily identified, and
whether graphics or text work better for commands tend to be the program's main focus points.
Some of the work done in the lab
is so conceptual that there is no
product to test. Instead, the students
test reactions to systems that may be
incorporated into future software
packages.
"We work with the IBM software
developers on concepts that are
absolutely in infancy," said Howard.
"We help them come up with screen
designs and navigation systems. It
puts our students to work on cutting-edge stuff."

SEPTEMBER

Foundation
director named
KASIE FANNING

staff writer

Clemson recently welcomed James S.
Simmons, Jr., to its administration as director of corporate and foundation support.
Formerly director of development at
the University of Connecticut, Simmons
also served as director of corporate and
foundation support at the University of
North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and
in fund-raising
posts
at
the
University
of
Georgia.
In addition, he
was
Georgia's
director of black
alumni
affairs
and was responsible for the development of their
Black
Alumni
James S. Simmons, Jr.
Association.
He has a bachelor of fine arts degree from the Rhode Island
School of Design and a master of fine arts
degree from Columbia University in New
York City.
"Jim brings a wide range of experience
with him to our development staff," said
Gary Ransdell, Clemson's vice president for
administration and advancement. "We're
excited about learning from him and working with him to strengthen Clemson's relationship with corporations and foundations."
While
acknowledging Clemson's
already strong ties to local corporations,
Simmons says he hopes to expand corporate
support to a national level fitting with the
direction Clemson has already set for itself.
In describing other goals he has for this
first semester, he is interested in strengthening the ties between the various colleges
that make up Clemson. Simmons said he
would like to "pursue programs that are
important to the University as a whole."
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National award presented
to Clemson veterinarian
► Lajontaine leads thefield of food
safety and sanitation throughout
the United States.
JENNA BAKER

staff writer
Dr. Daniel E. Lafontaine, assistant director
of the South Carolina meat and poultry
inspection department based at Clemson, has
been named the 1996 Food Hygiene
Veterinarian of the Year. The award, presented
by the American Association of Food Hygiene
Veterinarians, is presented on the basis of an
individual's overall performance and devotion
to his or her field.
The department provides inspection ser-

vices for more than 100 processing plants
throughout South Carolina.
Dr. Lafontaine's untiring efforts and superb
leadership as president of the national association and his involvement with food safety
policy-making are recognized by this award.
Lafontaine leads the field of food safety
and sanitation and has held many positions in
local, state and national organizations.
He has served as the president of the
American Association of Food Hygiene
Veterinarians since 1993 and served on the
governing board since 1987.
Lafontaine served 26 years in the U.S.
Army Veterinary Corps where he was responsible for food safety at more than 500 military
instillations throughout the United States,
Panama and the Philippines. He was recog-

nized by the Army Surgeon General for his
outstanding performance of his food safety
duties.
He was elected to the Council of Public
Health and Regulatory Veterinary Medicine
in July 1996.
The council states policies on public
health issues which include food safety and
regulatory control of domestic and foreign
animal diseases.
Lafontaine received his Ph.D. in veterinary
medicine from the Ohio State University
College of Veterinary Medicine.
He earned his master's degree in public
health from the University of Minnesota.
Lafontaine is also a diplomat of the
American College of Veterinary Preventive
Medicine.

Construction science student helps redesign aviary
► Clemson's Wiley-Boone
Aviary upgrade is being
funded hy private
donations.
MIKE MCCOMBS

news editor

Clemson's
Wiley-Boone
Aviary is getting a facelift with
the help of students and professors.
The aviary has a collection
of game birds, jungle fowl,
peafowl and water fowl.
Approximately 3,000 visitors, mostly elementary school
children and community
groups, visit the aviary each

If you

year.
The aviary, on campus since
the mid-1970s, was in need of a
make-over, especially as the
number of visitors continued to
increase, said Michelle Hall,
professor of poultry sciences
and coordinator of the aviary.
Students and faculty have
pitched in to help.
Professor of agricultural
engineering Harold Allen's students created a topographical
map for the aviary to begin the
renovation project.
Amanda Travis, a landscape
design student from Pompano
Beach, Fla., completed the landscape design during the spring
semester.

vUUXUf

Chris Breeland, a construction science and management
student, is designing the new
structures to be built, as well as
conducting the cost analysis for
the project.
"We're trying to make the
whole project student-driven
and give them the practical
experience," said Hall.
In addition to new enclosures and a teaching amphitheater, the renovation project will
also add shrubs, fencing, trails
and instructional and educational signing to create a bird
garden.
The upgrading of the aviary
is being funded by private
donations.

Some of the labor is being
provided by Duke Power's
Partners in Education Program
as well as Clemson students in
poultry science and construction science and management.
Most of the plants were
donated by the South Carolina
Botanical Garden at Clemson.
The aviary is in need of
donated construction materials
to complete the renovations.
"The aviary is an area with a
tremendous educational potential for our state," said Hall "We
hope to have educational and
interpretive programs on birds
for school children in order that
they gain an appreciation for all
birds."

%J

Macintosh.. More affordable than ever.
With low student prices on Macintosh'computers, you cart start doing whatever it is
you want to do. And to make It even easier tor you to purchase a Macintosh, apply
for the Apple' Computer Loan, So you can take home a Mac* and you won't have
to make a payment for 90 days! How do you get started? Just visit your campus
computer store today and pick up a Mac.

Leave your mark
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STAFF EDITORIAL;

Civil rights for all...except gay:
What about all of the other marriages built on deception, witrflt
President Bill Clinton recently signed a bill, which, of course, is
not news to the general public. Clinton has been signing bills for only a selfish motive in mind? These unions are just about as fail
the past several months in this heated election season. By creating from the religious ideal of marriage as you can get, but they are stiljj
a great ceremony in the White House rose garden at each signing, recognized in this nation while those built on love and respect ar
Clinton makes it a point to turn each signing into a positive media not. Where is the logic in that?
One bright aspect of this idiotic issue is the fact that a limited
extravaganza.
However, this recent bill which he has signed was done under number of top companies are disregarding the conservative
unusual circumstances. In the dead of night, with no press on hand, cals banging on their front doors with threats of boycott. Insteac
no balloons, no smiling children or extinguished speakers, our they are continuing to offer health care benefits to their employees
who are involved in a long term homosexuaj
president signed into law a bill banning
relationship. Companies such as Disney, IBf
same-sex marriages.
Our Position:
and Apple have ignored the irrational
Looking at Clinton's past promises and
screechings of radical groups like the
public attitudes makes the reasoning behind
Homosexual
Christian Coalition, instead opting to thinl
this comparatively secretive signing obvious.
couples deserve the logically and morally in the eyes of what thj
We all remember Clinton's 1992 stand for gays
nation is supposed to be about: equal rigr
in the military, his support for the homosexucivil rights that all
and protection for all citizens of the Unite!
al community and equal rights for all
States. They do not discriminate those affect-^ .
Americans enjoy.
Americans. Yet, it was not long before Clinton
ed by as natural a phenomenon as blue eyesi|
bent under pressure and backed down from
red hair, poor eyesight or skin color. Theij
the military issue. Now he has turned his back
on the gay community once again by taking the conservative side behavior is highly commendable.
With each passing year, homosexuality is becoming more main
on the same-sex marriage issue.
There is little argument about same-sex marriage from the reli- stream and acceptable. While these attitudes are not moving for
gious stand point, but what about the separation of church and ward in leaps and bounds, there is evidence in the media that then
state, an important aspect of our nation's democracy? What is is hope. Recent success with movies such as Philadelphia and The|
being debated here is not simply about the word "marriage" and all Birdcage as well as positive homosexual characters on such popuof its religious connotations. It involves basic civil rights for all lar television shows as "Friends" and "Melrose Place" is evidence o|
Americans and blatant discrimination against a particular minor- the changing attitudes toward homosexuality in Hollywood. Everl I
on the popular television show "Ellen," the lead character is plan
ity
Homosexual couples are denied health benefits, insurance and ning to come out of the closet this season. A lesbian as the mair
several other basic programs available to all other couples regard- character of a mainstream television sitcom is a first. Coupled witl l
less of race and socioeconomic background. Two men or two the fact that "Ellen" is produced by Disney, a historically familywomen who live together in a loving, monogamous relationship friendly company, only allows further hope for future tolerance.
Should President Clinton and the rest of Washington, DC, folare unable to obtain simple company health care simply because
low
the lead of Hollywood, perhaps this nation would be a mon
there is no member of the opposite sex involved in their relationtolerant, less hypocritical and more logical place.
ship.

SPEAKINGOUT
How do you feel about same-sex marriages?

The opinions expressed in the lead editorial are written by the editorial editor
and represent the majority view ol THE
TIGER senior staff. In representing the
majority view, the lead editorial may
not represent the individual view of
any particular member.
Letters to the editor should be typed,
double-spaced and should include the
author's name, signature and phone
number (plus school and class if
applicable). They will be checked for
authenticity. Letters may be edited for
clarity and grammar.

Don't agree with
what we have to say?
Drop your comments by
our office in the Union or fax
them to 656-4772.

I believe that God
designed marriage to be
a relationship between a
woman and a man.
Crystal Timms

early childhood ed.
junior

1 feel that same-sex marriages are a disgrace and
a crime against nature.
Scott Thackston
forestry
senior

Due to my religious
beliefs, I do not agree
with same-sex marriage.
Brantley Smith

elementary education
junior

I personally do not think
that it is morally correct,
but people should be
able to marry whomever
they choose.
Calvin Coates

tinance
senior

Morals are not to be
imposed on others. We
stand for the individual
here in America, where
we alone control our destinies, not strangers or
governments.
Michele Ringland

marketing
graduate studies

.
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Whiny Perot deserves a chance in debates
"N

I ow see here? Look at this
| chart. It says right here
that I should be in the

debates.
"Now that's
just sad, see?"
No one really
wants to hear his
whiny voice—
that rapid-fire
southern drawl,
___
endlessly filling
the air with supposed words of
wisdom about lowering the deficit,
reforming welfare and, even worse,
this years token platform, reducing
drug abuse.
Just the thought of him as the
next president of the United States

should send shivers up anyone's
spine. Let's face it—Ross Perot is an
annoying little man. He's like a
nagging little kid
tugging on
President
Clinton's and
Bob Dole's pa*its
legs, whining"
Dave Baker
that he wants a
associate editor
piece ol the
delectable debate
candy.
But despite his unofficial status
as the Stephen Q. Urkel of '90s politics, Perot does deserve a spot in the
presidential debates. It's only fair.
The Commission on
Presidential Debates denied the

Reform Party nominee a chance to
participate in the debates, the first
of which will take place Oct. 6, citing his unrealistic chances ol winning the election this November.
The Commission uses data
from polls and opinions from journalists to determine if a particular
candidate has a "realistic chance"
of winning.
Perot filed suit this week in an
attempt to force his Reform Party
ticket into the series of debates,
calling the Commission on
Presidential Debates' decision "constitutionally wrong."
Perot has fulfilled all the
requirements of presidential candidacy. Americans should be given

the opportunity to hear what this
man has to say about certain
issues, even if his squeaky southern drawl gives us all a painful
headache.
For too long now. Americans
have been held hostage to a bipartisan system, denied any alternatives.
Because of the stronghold the
Republican and Democratic parties have on the electoral system,
only the particular issues which
those parties consider high priority are tackled, while other issues
are tossed to the side.
While Republicans and
Democrats bicker back and forth
about an issue, no one gives a third

party a chance at defending its
position.
The Commission on
Presidential Debates is only
strengthening the control which
the Republican and Democratic
parties have on the electoral system by reliteiirig to allow Perot into
the debates.
As long as those two parties
maintain such control, no person
who is neither Republican nor
Democratic has a "realistic chance"
ol winning'the election.
Now that's just sad.
Dave Baker is a senior majoring in
English. Email comments to tiger©
clemson.edu.

COMMENTARY

COMMENTARY;

Denial of rights unconstitutional Protect marriage at all costs!
Personal freedom has become an issue in
Washington again with the passage and
signature of the Protection For Marriage
Act. The act states that marriage shall be a
legal term applied only to heterosexual couples.
Gay and lesbian groups have protested the
measure with little accomplishment.
It isn't the smack of politics that makes
this bill anathema, but the lack of interest by
our government in protecting Constitutional
Rights.
The Constitution provides every citizen of
the United States "equal
protection under the laws."
When my sister married a few years ago, she
and her husband-to-be had
to obtain legal permission
to do so from the state of
South Carolina.
This signifies that marriage is a legal institution
of which protections have been denied
homosexuals.
Religious groups argue vehemently that
their rights cannot be infringed by the government, and these same religious leaders,
ordained by their various churches and
denominations, support and perform homosexual marriage. Now the state says that they
cannot.
Why then would Congress pass such an
unconstitutional law?
1 do not believe it is because they wish to
"protect" marriage or their cronies in the
Christian Coalition, but to protect their jobs.
They believed that they could undermine
the Clinton campaign if they passed the bill
and he vetoed it.
Unfortunately, the president upset both
their plan and the liberal segment of his

party by happily signing the measure.
Maybe he realized that this was not an
issue he wanted to deal with in an election
year, or maybe he planned to rescind the
measure after his re-election, or maybe his
legal training led him to believe that "equal
protection" did not apply to everyone.
Whatever the reason, I fear what this
means for all Americans.
The NRA fights for the rights of its members to choose to own weapons.
Then there is NOW, which fights for
women's rights to choose what they do to
their bodies.
When the ACLU fights
for everyone's right to
choose their career and
receive equal pay, they are
taken seriously.
Yet Congress can curtail
the same personal rights
sought by homosexuals
and there is little protest.
Conservatives rail against society's lack of
morals and values and against the lack of
committment by members of the society; but
when people do choose to commit to someone they are rebuffed.
Well, give me a break, I say.
Let us stop this tirade and let these people
make their own decisions: they are adults and
they are American citizens, and they should
receive the same benefits and protection as
heterosexual married couples.
The only thing they can hope for now is
an overturning of this legislation by the
courts.
Until then, I hope that the "radical republicans" will take a break and not burn the rest
of our Constitution.
Brian Suber is a senior majoring in history.
Email comments to tiger@elemson.edu.

/#■■ arriage" and 'spouse" are two
Iwl words which should never need
IWI to be defined by federal legislation. Unfortunately, the moral condition ol
our modern society has necessitated that
these words indeed be interpreted and
defined by the Defense of Marriage Act
(DOMA).
The act, which both defines these terms
and guarantees that no state will be forced to
recognize same-sex marriage laws existing in
other states, has been called intolerant and
extremist by both gay-lesbian groups and
other assorted liberals.
However, regardless of
what legal rights or freedoms the homosexual community clings to, the fact
remains that marriage is
one institution that cannot
be changed by the moral
relativism so prevalent in
our "modern" society.
At the dawn of civilization, God created
the marriage relationship as a union between
one man and one woman. As Sen. Dan Coats.
R-Ind., stated in his address supporting
DOMA, this idea of marriage "can be respected or it can be resented, but it cannot be
altered."
In other words, whether you believe in traditional marriage or not, the truth is that
marriage was intended as a male-female relationship. No matter how hard they try, homosexual groups cannot change this incontrovertible fact. Modern tendencies toward
moral and cultural relativism attempt to turn
black and white into some shade of gray, but
right and wrong are absolutes, and homosexuality is wrong. To legalize gay marriage
would only intensify the moral confusion in
our nation today.
B

The family is the foundational unit ol all
communities, and society has already felt the
adverse effects ol increased single-parent lamilies and high levels ol teen pregnancy and
abortion. Institutionalizing homosexual marriage would only be another blow to the basis
of our communities and neighborhoods.
The homosexual groups call DOMA intolerant, but. as Coats has said, "tolerance does
not require us to say that all lifestyles are
morally equal, only that no individual
deserves to be persecuted." It is not intolerance to insist that our foundational institutions remain intact: it is not
intolerant to reluse to make
exception lor individuals
who abandon basic morals.
Homosexual and civil
liberties groups are eagerly
awaiting their chance to
challenge DOMA in court,
hoping to appeal to the
lull faith and credit" clause
of the Constitution in order to discredit the
legislation. However, state legislatures across
the country are racing to pass their own legislation prohibiting gay marriage in an attempt
to avoid the possibility of being subjugated to
the moral allowances ol a lew states.
It is unfortunate for America that an issue
as fundamental as marriage even needs to be
debated in Congress. Fortunately. DOMA
passed both houses with a large majority and
has been supported by President Clinton. The
importance of laws protecting marriage cannot be overemphasized. As Coats said in his
closing remarks. "The preservation ol marriage has become an issue ol sell-preservation
for our society."
Mike Naragon is a graduate student in history.
Email comments to tiger@clemson.edu.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Judgemental letter is
hypocritical
According to Keith Conn in his
letter, nobody has the right to judge
others, that is, nobody has the right
to tell someone else that they are
doing something wrong, immoral,
sinful, etc. Besides Mr. Conn's glaring hypocrisy (he's evidently entitled to judge people for being "judgmental"), what he suggests is wrong
and irresponsible. For instance, I
will grant that so- called sodomy
laws are silly, unenforceable and
should be taken off the books, but I
believe that homosexuality is
wrong, and I have every right in the
world to say so.
Would Mr. Conn refrain from
telling a good friend to stop smoking
crack or talk a stranger out of jumping to his death? Even though these
hypothetical persons made conscious decisions to smoke crack and
attempt suicide, my guess is no.
Why? Because Mr. Conn would
undoubtedly feel at least a small
shred of something called "concern,"
be it personal or broader- based. It
would be irresponsible lor him to
feel otherwise.
While we shouldn't be overly
intrusive into the details ol others

lives, we have the right to have opinions on right and wrong, to let people know about those opinions and
to defend them. While every wrong
isn't every person's responsibility, Mr.
Conn's letter smacks of everything
that's bad about political correctness. People who want to engage in
legal but seemingly "immoral" acts
and demand to not be rebuked have
a severe problem with their conscience-they're afraid of having to
defend their actions. I for one will
not sacrifice my beliefs or concerns
to appease them.
Dom Viscariello

senior, economics

Gun editorial biased
and inaccurate
I am writing in response to the
editorial of the Sept. 20 issue ol The
Tiger. 1 would like to point out a few
glaring errors in both the logic and
facts of this extremely biased commentary.
In the very first paragraph, the
writer mentions an idiot redneck
who is licensed under the new law.
In paragraph two, this redneck
shoots a motorist. What makes the
writer believe that the redneck

would not have been carrying the
gun anyway? The fact is that in this
state under current law, it is legal for
anyone to carry a loaded gun in
their car. The law in question provides for the concealed carry on
your person.but not into schools,
bars or sporting events.
According to the statistics compiled by Dr. Gary Kleck (who does
not work for the NRA) of Florida
State University, the violent crime
rate has actually fallen in the 36
states that have enacted similar legislation.
In paragraph four, the writer says
that "anybody who can pass the
state-certified eight-hour training
course may own the gun..." What
he meant to say was that anyone
who wants.to sign up for the training at their own expense, fill out the
proper documentation, allow themselves to be fingerprinted and provide two current photos ol themselves may apply for the concealed
carry permit.
What we have seen in the states
that have adopted similar measures
is that a high percentage ol the
applicants are women. Since they
arc most often the victim ol
acquaintance crime, I see this as

entirely appropriate. The number ol
people who actually complete the
application process is about halt ol
those who apply, and the number ol
licensees who actually carry their

weapon is much smaller than that.
Your average redneck is going to
carry his gun in spite of the law. not
because ol it.

LASTGLANCE

John R. Boyd
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University, Duke Power and FOLKS adopt Lake Keowee
► Project designed to gain
knowledge about lake's
behavior.

of coves affected by runoff points.
She correlated this growth to
nutrient levels and how those levels affect the health of the lake.
"Most people think that nutriMIKE MCCOMBS
ents would be good for a lake," said
news editor
Jessin, "but too many nutrients in
Clemson, Duke Power and the the lake are harmful."
At the suggestion of James
Friends of Lake Keowee Society
(FOLKS) have all teamed up to Schindler, a professor of biological
keep an eye on Lake Keowee in sciences at Clemson, Jessin solicited
help from Duke Power in 1994 and
Pickens County.
Lake Keowee, an 18,500 square received a $10,000 grant in the sumacre reservoir built by Duke Power mer of 1995.
FOLKS,
in 1971 for hydro- ^__»_^^^_
which
has
electric
and
over
600
nuclear power, is "Reservoirs are very
member
surrounded by a valuable resources that are
households,
diverse
water- auite delicate.... People use
helped select
shed. The monithe water for many
the research
toring
project
sites,
built
was designed to different tasks, from
structures and
determine how drinking to power
provided boat
an increase in generation to recreation."
transportalakeshore develJAMES SCHINDLER
tion and dock
opment would
Professor of biological seiences
space for the
affect the amount
project.
of nutrients in
"I think this is a marvelous
the lake.
"It's a unique lake in the fact example of a cooperative project
that it's already clean, and they between the community organizawant to protect it," said Aria Jessin, tion, industry and the University
a Clemson graduate student who for the benefit of all involved," said
Barbara Speziale. FOLKS board
conducted the research.
Jessin studied the growth of member and professor at Clemson.
Jessin's one-year study ended in
lake microorganisms in a number

V

resources that are quite delicate,"
said Schindler. "They are a commons. People use the water for
many different tasks, from drinking to power generation to recreation. We can't manage a large

common resource with regulations
alone. There are too many miles to
protect with far too few people. We
have to manage these systems with
constant vigilance coupled with
continuing education."

Factory Clothing Outlet

Save 40% - 75%
Off the suggested retail price of clothing manufactured for
brand names like:
L.L. BEAN
EDDIE BAUER
J. CREW
LAND'S END
AND MORE!

hf

On-The-Square
Pendleton

Hours:
Mon - Sat
10am - 6pm

Phone:
646-9966

£.
S of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Come explore the

IBOOK
SALE

Can't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: Set aside just $100 each month
beginning at age 30 and you can accumulate
over $172,109° by the time you reach age 65.
But wait ten years and you'll have to budget
$219 each month to reach the same goal.

R. M. COOPER LIBRARY
Friday, September 27, 1996
10 am to 6 pm
Preview: 9 am to 10 am ($5.)
Hardback Book?
Records
Paperback Books
Magazines

July. If her research shows new
possibilities to gain knowledge
about the lake's behavior, the study
could be continued by FOLKS or
local school groups.
"Reservoirs are very valuable

$2.00
$1.00
$ .50
$ .10

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over 1.8 million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is to
build a secure tomorrow when you have time
and TIAA-CREF working on your side.

Start planning yourfuture. Call our Enrollment Hotline at 1 800 842-2888.

PROCEEDS
New Books for the University Libraries

Sponsored by the
Clemson University Foundation 1

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.3"

5N

L

9

Ajjuming an ititenr.it rate of 7% credited to TIAA Retirement Annuities. ThU rate if wed solely to show the power and effect of compounding. Istwer or higher rates would
produce very different results. CREFcertificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services.
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New publications
and marketing
director appointed
STAFF REPORTS

An award winning graphic
designer has been named head
of Clemson's publications and
marketing services
department.
David
Dryden,
formerly
of Cedar
Rapids,
Iowa,
was
selected
for the David Dryden
post
after a national search that
attracted more than 70 candidates.
, He takes charge of a department of more than 30 employees who provide editorial,
design, marketing, printing,
copying and mail distribution
services for Clemson's academic
and administrative programs.
Before joining Clemson as

MIA

FROM PAGE 1
Members of the Armed Forces of
the United States. Following the
reading of each article, the cadet lit
a candle. In addition, one large
candle was ignited in remembrance of POWs and MIAs, Col.
Drinkhahn said.
The Code of Conduct is a list of
guidelines for the behavior of a
prisoner of war. The following precepts are two of the six articles.

Article Five
When questioned, should I
become a prisoner of war, I am
required to give name, rank, ser-

ARSON

FROM PAGE

1

"If Beasley comes back to live
here, it will be time for me to go
home," said Jiron.
University officials had offered
a $1,000 reward for information
leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or persons
responsible for this and three other

suspicious fires set in the
Johnstone area in the past few
weeks. No reward money will be
awarded for this arrest, but the
reward still stands for the other
fires.
"Today's arrest was the result of
close cooperation by
the
University police and fire departments and the State Law
Enforcement Division," said

Saxon.
No similarities have been found
yet between this fire and the other
suspicious fires of late.
"We will continue to investigate the other three or four fires
that happened in that particular
area and see where we end up with
that," said Saxon.

NEWTON'S SHOES OF
CLEMSON, INC.
Adjacent to Los Hermanos in the Clemson Center
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
(864) 654-3625

J
I
\

Go Places. Do Things
Hi-Tec Sports invites you to take to the great outdoors in boots
designed, developed and tested for adventure. Because when you're
out there, the last thing you need to worry about is your boots.

vice number and date of birth. I
will evade answering further
questions to the utmost of my
ability.
I will make no oral or written
statements disloyal to my country and its allies or harmful to
their cause.

Sierra Lite®
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REDFERN HEALTH CENTER

Kidsl2 & under eat free all day at
Niffer's. Better hurry it's for a
limited time only!

fJudge Keller's Storen
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$0-

Downtown Clemson 654-6446
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REDFERN
Telephone: 656-2233

COUNSELING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES(CAPS)

IVttYPAV!

*****

\
\

i

$49.99

Monday - Friday 7:30 am - 5 pm

405 College Avenue in
The Shoppes at College Place
653-7522
www.niffers.com

\
*

REDFERN
nunimiiun
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graphics director in 1990, he
worked at Iowa State University,
where he earned a Bachelor of
Fine Arts degree in graphic design
in 1988.
"Dave is one of the nation's
best university publications
and marketing professionals,"
said Cathy Sams, Clemson's
chief public affairs officer.
"We're fortunate that he is at
Clemson, and we're delighted
that he has accepted this new
role as director of our publications and marketing services
department."
Dryden, a past president of
the University and College
Designers Association, has
received 29 national awards and
recognitions for his work since
1989.
He has been instrumental in
key Clemson projects ranging
from the development of student
recruitment materials to the creation of the University's new
visual identity program to the
redesign of the University's flagship publication, Clemson
World magazine.

Article Six
I will never forget that I am an
American, fighting for freedom,
responsible for my actions and
dedicated to the principles which
made my country free. I will trust
in my God and in the United States
of America.

PAGE
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As the semester gets into full swing, you might want to take some time out to find
out more about yourself by talking with a counselor at Counseling and
Psychological Services (CAPS). At this point in your life you may be uncertain
about your goals, values, and personality traits. This uncertainty may contribute
to indecision about your major, problems in relationships, and a lack of
motivation. At CAPS you can explore these issues through one-to-one
counseling or through participation in a group of students with similar concerns.
You may also want to explore your characteristics by completing questionnaires
that measure everything from your imagination to your self-discipline. All
services at CAPS are confidential and can be obtained by calling 656-2451 or
visiting us at Redfern Health Center. Begin the most exciting voyage of all, the
voyage of self discovery.
HFALTH EDUCATION /ALCQHm ft nRUfi AWARENESS
-MOVIE- Come and join us for REALITY BITES on Sunday, September 29,
8 p.m. in Holtzendorff Y-Theater. Pizza will follow the movie!
MEDICAL SERVICES

J.D. Johnson
Owner & Operator

J.D/s Barber Shopp
RT. 2,1309 Lebanon Rd.
Pendleton, SC 29670
864-646-9919

NEED A SHOT IN THE ARM?
FREE FLU SHOTS

Tracy Grate
Barber & Stylist

HOURS:
TUES. - SAT.
8 AM - 7 PM

FIKE RECREATION CENTER 4 p.m. -7 p.m.
October 15,16,17
October 22,23,24

STUDENT UNION 10 a.m. ■ 2 p.m.
October 8,9,10
November 12,1314

FLU SHOTS AVAILABLE WHILE THEY LAST
SB
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The Tiger would like to apologize to the University Union for running the wrong ad in the 9/13/96 and 9/20/96 issues of The Tiger.

t£,CF+pi£tturi<%
The Union Board has a new
image and a new name - the
Union Programming and
Activities Council otherwise
know as UPAC.
UPAC consists of several
committees to provide fun
opportunities for you. H
UPAC plans social, cultural,
educational, and recreational
activities for all
students. Seven
'committees work
throughout the year to
provide an array of activities for
campus enjoyment.
UPAC has been the committee that has brought you Short

tor £,\>cryori<i!

Courses, Wild Wednesday,
Jammie Jam, the Hypnotist,
much much more.
The UPAC committees
include:
Anything Goes
Mary Ellen Chopoorian
654-5836
At Your Leisure
Anna Nicole Sears
653-7456
Films and Video
Christine Myrtle
858-8458
Live Music
Quincy Simms
653-8018
Minority Activities
Sharee Washington .... 858-8151
Publicity
Angel Rougley
654-1153

Short Courses
Christine Gore
654-5101
These student run committees
need your help in planning fun
events for the community. If
you would like to get involved,
do not hesitate to call one of the
chairmen. You can also
stop by the Info Desk
and pick up an application to become a
member of UPAC.

Check lb
Ou+ Today1.

f

Central Spirit
hosted another
successful First Friday
Parade and Pep Rally
September 6, 1996.
Central Spirit would like
thank all those participating groups and individuals
who helped make this year's
First Friday Parade and Pep
Rally such a success. Special
thanks go to our Special Events
Committee (Stacey LaRoche
and Grace Coronel, CoDirectors) and Pep Rallies and
Balloon Committee (Susan
McCrorey and Jo Anna Jensen,
Co-Directors). Go Tigers!

Ti^ei^ 'Fau^e

Union Kiefe
oU

PAC A+ Y K
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Sunday Sept. 29 1996

Lei^u^e

At Your Leisure is
sponsoring a "Limbo
Contest" in the Edgar's
Courtyard at 9:30 p.m. Friday
Spetember 27. Come get into
the spirit of Reggae with

P 11^31 \

Edgar's bandi Mystic

Comedian

Sunday, October 20, 1996
Tillman Auditorium
7:0Qp.rp? $19.50
,

Vibrations!
Prizes will be awarded for
those who can show their best
flexibility! So get ready to bend
and shake the night away!

8 p.m.
Holtzendorff
Y-Theater

;

Oisit Your On-Campus Pub

Sun 9/22
Closed

Monday Night Football •
Miller Lite Madness

Tues9/2<r
Tues. nights ROCK!
Special Rolling Rock

RYDER
r

BEX

ETHAN .

HAWKE

STILLER

jntoM* potter trW"

(decf 9/2S
(Weekend!

:

Thurs 9/26

7?gerPa6i Proc/aof/'an& a/so 6rt'ngs
cjoa fAe noas/'c of

Saturday, October 26, 1996
8:00 p.m. • $15.00

^emindet^!

Sat 9/2 f

Just Too Bays Until the

Otyaniza+ioOjJ'
All recognized student
organizations must turn in their
recognition forms with a copy
of your constitution by
October 4, 1996. Please turn
forms in at the Information
Desk.

WINCH*

Ticket -dfplit i/bwi

^+uden+

Mystic Oibrations • Reggae

Live* $3*9:30p.m.

duckets

^•r^v^n V^TZJ^MT
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Fr 19/27

Man 9/23
Reality Bites

"P^orpUGTlO^

TTib Week a-r U^p

Ticket on pd\.t \io\l\
You can purchase tickets at the Clemson University
Union Box Office, charge by home 800-727-8499 or
order on the web at www.select-a-seat.com

REALITY BITES

Day By The River • Lioel
$2 •9:30 p.m.

Come Join lb!

f)f&o at Edgar's

PIZZA, A MOVIE

Afro A

DISCUSSION ABOUT REALLIFE ISSUES.

Brought to you by the
Offices of Health Education,
Residence Education and
The Union.

LJHd

• Neml - Pool Tables, Poosba/f
and dir Hockey I Come check it
out!
• Check out the meekly
specials! - stop in or calf
(6S6-0V36) to find out (that
the Beer of the Gieek is!

Games Oraa

Q#

(de'uegot Boating, 0)ebe got poo/
You need some fun, don't be a fooll
Get on doain. to Games Ootiin Under
Oihat else is there you mag tiionder?
Oideo Games, Pinha/l, Dir Hockey, foosball
Often year round - Spring, Summer and fall
So check us out - our statfis happy to seroe
(liebe got the fun if you be got the nerve!

Looking for an opportunity to gain a new skill. Consider registering for one of the September short courses sponsored by the Union and
UPAC. You may register at the Union Information Desk. Register early, class sizes are limited! For more information call 656-7297.

Open 7 Days Pi G)eek

Ballroom Dancing

You Auto Know Your Car

Gun 1 p.m.- 10 p.m.

Sept. 29-30 • 8-9 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom
Registration Fee: $15 Registration Deadlines - 9/27

Oct. 1-2*4:30-5:30 p.m.
Tues. class meets in 807 University Union
Wed. class meets in Phantom Lot
Registration Fee: $15 • Registration Deadlines - 9/30

Mon-Thurs 10 a.m.-l IMS p.m

Beginner Shagging
Sept. 29-30 • 6-7 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee:
$15 Registration Deadlines - 9/27

Intermediate Shagging
Sept. 29-30 • 7-8 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom • Registration Fee:
$15 Registration Deadlines - 9/27

SCUBA Diving
Class mee's Oct. 3,7,10,14,17,21,24,28 • Dives: Nov. 2-3
Mon. rr.et.ngsinFikePool 10-11:30 p.m.
Thurs. meetings 807 University Union 7-9 p.m.
Registration Fee: $185 Registration Deadlines - 10/2

I Lil :. !■

More to Come:
Rubber Stamp Art
Red Cross CPR
Massage Therapy
Red Cross First Aid and Safety
Piano

^e^i^+ei^ Toda^/ .=»+ +he
in-po 3>e^k!

Pri 10 a.m.-12.45 a.m.
Saturday f p.m.-1 PIS p.m.

Check Out:
• Thurs. Night Pool Tournaments 8 p.m. $S entry fee.
• Dollar Deal' $ I can of soda
and a bag of chips!
• There Here! dir Hockey and
lYeia Oideo Games

J^
M
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Sore Big Questions Answerec

mm
Alternative Top Ten,
page 4.

On ike Spot
Book Reviews,
page 3.

Keith Street Pub and Grill
page 5.

'The big questions'
o Earth
KERRI HINKLE

on to emphasize, however, that the
play is funny despite its heavy
themes of facing the past and moving forward.
On Tuesday, October 1, at the
Stezin is still unsure why his
Bellamy Theatre of the Brooks
play was chosen, but he feels very
Center, the Clemson players will
fortunate for the opportunity.
continue their tradition honoring
"It got a good response, and I got
I original plays.
tons
of good comments from real
Fallen to Earth, an original play
seasoned pros that helped me
by Clemson alum Chris Stezin, will
streamline and tighten the play,"
be shown Tuesday through
said Stezin.
-Saturday at 8 p.m. with a 2:30
He attributes much of his sucSunday matinee.
cess as a playwright to his degree
The drama began as a series of
from Clemson. Although he did
monologues written during a time
not become involved with Clemson
•*in Stezin's life that he described as a
MARC DEL VECCHKVinterim photo editor
theatre until his junior year, it
"post-graduate funk." After letting Michael (James Palmerjr.) and
the play sit for a summer, Stezin Meg (Allison Glenzer) oven at the helped him tremendously with
practical work ranging from acting,
returned to it, gave it a major Brooks Center this Tuesday at 8
to hanging lights and to designing
revamp and was invited by Bob p.m.. '
sound.
Small to perform it at the
"I was an English major—but as
Shenandoah Playwrights Retreat.
"We see Michael [the protago- an actor, I think it also reflects an
Described by director Mark
Charney as a play that answers "the nist] in a purgatory, limbo state," actors' understanding of what
big questions," Fallen is an autobio- said Charney, a film professor in works onstage. Clemson really
the English department. He went prepared me for the work of develgraphical work.
oping new plays —1
think Clemson does an
excellent job," said
Stezin, who also worked
with the Electric City
Playhouse in Anderson.
Currently Stezin is
auditioning
in
the
Northern
Virginia/
Washington DC. area to
try to establish roots. He
also plans to open his
own theatre company:
"We'll do all my originals and perform theatre
the way it should be
done," he joked.
Stezin is sick of the
established publishing
houses and believes, "if
you don't like the rules,
change 'em; blaze your
own path."
Stezin admits there
are autobiographical eleMARC DEL VECCHKVinterim photo editor
ments in his drama, "the
The Clemson Players perform Fallen to Earth this week at the Brooks Center,
play reflects my love for
Tuesday through Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
language and wordplay."
staff writer

MARC DEL VECCHHV interim photo edit.

Beth (Marisa Sanders) and the protagonist Michael (James Palmerjr.)
in Clemson alum Chris Stezin's Fallen to Earth.
The cast contains three memHowever, he uses them as bricks, to
create the best play he can. He bers who have been previously
nominated for the
defines the play as
nationally prestigious
one reflecting his
Irene Ryan Acting
love for language and
Award.
word play.
The play runs
"Fallen is about
October 1-5 at 8:00
desperate love and
p.m. and October 6 at
how love, or imma2:30. Tickets are only
ture love, isn't always
two dollars for stua beautiful thing,"
dents, four for faculty
said Stezin. "It's also
and staff, and six for
about that ugly,
all others.
black, little ball of
The
Bellamy
evil that exists at the
Theatre only seats
core of every human."
100 people, so make
He went on to say
your
reservations
that his English
early for Fallen to
degree has helped
Chris Stezin Earth by calling 656him create a more
RSVP
theatrical play.

Captain Don,goingstrong
KENNETH LAGRONE

staff writer '

"Captain Don" sits at the microphone in his usual late-afternoon
slouch and begins to address his
small but devoted audience as the
I last strains of a rousing "swamp
I boogie" song fade away. As if talking to an old friend, Don Morgan
speaks soothingly to his audience,
1 coaxing them to stay tuned as he
I takes them around the world on a
I unique aural journey into roots
I music.
Switching from the mike to an

old Jamaican reggae classic,
Morgan leans back in his chair
and tells .another story from his
wily, youthful days, or was it just
last week that he fast-talked his
way into a local strip club for free?
At 48, Don's youthful attitude is
just as at ease on a college campus
as any 20-year-old's.
For 10 years, Morgan has deejayed an eclectic mix of regional
music that encompasses blues,
reggae, folk and other styles from
around the world, on WSBF, the
student-run radio station at

Clemson. While he is just one of
five non-student DJs currently at
the station, Don's own roots go
back to the school. As a student in
the '60s, Morgan transferred to
Clemson from the University of
Texas El-Paso and attended on a
track scholarship.
"I was an English major, but 1
think I took every philosophy and
psychology course that was
offered," Morgan says. "I later
ended up transferring 96 electives
to the University of South
Carolina."

After receiving his BA. in Fine
Arts at U.S.C., Morgan spent the
next 10 years in a variety of odd
jobs, from art teacher to cab driver

to carpenter, to even working in a
nuclear power plant.
SEE

REALLY, PAGE 7
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'Dollars just ready to get into your pants'
JAY LONGSHORE

staff columnist
There is a practice that each of
us in-this free, Englishspeaking nation should
delve our dirty little fingers into.
Beginning on the assumption
that one-dollar bills are just piddley anyway, if you were to write
an anonymous P. O. Box address
on all of your.dollar bills with the
inscription, "Return bill to the
above address. Do not spend this
bill. It is being monitored by special agents and satellites alike. If
this bill is spent bad things will
result in your future," printed just
below, it could become the most
exceptional source of residual
income since Amway.
Given a national population of
some 300 million citizens, the
number of paranoid cynics and
crackpots alike who believe this
crap and would take heed to such
an inscription is more than ample
to assure continuous results in the
positive column.
The way I see it, as many
hands as the average dollar bill
touches, it's bound to end up in
the hands of someone who will,
without hesitation, mail it back to
the designated anonymous
address at one time or another,
right? It's inevitable.
So, in that sense your money is
intangible, dynamic, as well as
flexible. You never know how

much currency you really have.
It's all just out there floating
around the economy, rubbing
hands with dregs and high falutes
alike until it reaches the stated
prospect in question.
This means that you can spend
dollars upon dollars left and right
without even beading a sweat,
because the more you spend, the
more you get back. It's better than
Social Security. It's no grease off
my nose to sit up all night long
and write this message on at least
a 100 or so one-dollar bills-the
more the better.
Sometimes when I do this I
begin to wonder who may have
handled these bills before me, and
what they may have been used to
buy. And then I think of how
interesting it would be to trace a
dollar bill fresh from the press all
the way up to my back pocket.
I bet if Old George could talk
he would entertain a marshmallow-roasting campfire session for
hours about his ventures, adventures and crusty dentures. And if
you could just rub little Georgie's
curly, white locks, he'd just pop
right off the bill in a puff of
smoke like some wish-granting
magical genie. But then you
would know that everyone at the
campfire had done too many
drugs, and that's a whole different
story.
Now, returning to the practice
in discussion, I've done some calculating, and I'd venture to say
that the average time a bill stays
in one city is probably two weeks.
It could leave after just a couple of
days and then find its way back
again, but it's got to be about a
two-week average overall. When
you get to bigger bills, there is a

vastly increased rate of departure
time unless, of course, it gets waylayed in the bank.
Those are the type of bills I
personally feel sorry for. They're
not out on the road living the
high life, smooth sailing moment
to moment with no certain destination in store. They're just stuck
between the thumb of some tightlipped banker in a cold-hearted
vault somewhere east or west of
Kentucky until someone decides
to take pity on the helpless bill
and make a withdrawal. Then
again, I'm sure nearly every bill
has been in places a lot worse.
The Flex and ATM quick-cash
machines are the prostitutes of
the money world. You just pull
right up to these things in your
car, slide down the window and
submit your request. Out they
come, just as you specified. They'll
go with anybody that calls for
them. They don't have standards.
It doesn't matter who pulls up or
what kind of afflictions they may
have; these dollars are just ready
to get into your pants.
Dollars in general are just used
and abused. People tear them and
laugh. Others crumple them up
and do all kinds of mysterious
things to them.
"Who cares? It's just a buck,"
they say. But yet a 20, a 10, even a
five-spot, gets just a couple folds,
maybe a bent corner, but that's it.
And Ben Franklins, certainly
get the treatment-money clip
material. They can breathe easy
instead of being cramped inside
of someone's sweaty wallet.
I have even seen people sniff
their Franklins, drawing them
smooth across their lips in anticipation of delivering a couple

quick love thumps to the bill in its
stiff erect position, in order to
encompass the totality of its
crispness. It is this love for 100
dollar bills that has driven many
people to great lengths throughout history.
Now this brings us back to the
limp and lowly dollar. In the
grand scheme of things, no one
cares about a single, one-dollar
bill. Good to have, certainly, but
surely not essential to our daily
longevity and consequential wellbeing.
So, that is why I am fairly sure
the cynics and crackpots alike
will just return to sender and
avoid any possible future strife.

EftON

Hickory Point
Exxon and Subway
826 Old Greenville Hwy
Clemson, SC 29631
Phone: 653-8355
Doral & Basic
$8.69 carton
Winston, Salem
Camel, Vantage
;10.99 Cartoi
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And some of those who didn't
return the dollar will look back
and claim, "It was that damn dollar that has resulted in all of my
misfortune."
Of course it was not the dollar,
but those are the very same people who blame everything on anyone and then, one day, snap and
go berserk without any concrete
reasons.
Anyway, because of these people, I (and anyone else currently
postulating this idea) should use
an anonymous Post Office Box.
After all, and you can take it from
me, there are a lot of messed up
people out there.
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Medical School Admissions a must
staff writer

CHRIS GRACE

Medical School Admissions:
The Insider's Guide

Start liking coffee, learn to love
to read, rent every bloody, gory
movie you can find (to desensitize
you to blood and guts), watch ER
and get the book Medical School
Admissions by Zebala, Jones and
Jones.
The authors, young physicians
themselves, are young enough to
remember the aches and pains of
the admissions process. They've
applied their own knowledge and
gathered experiences from interviewers, medical schools, undergrad programs as well as other
med students to give you a
detailed, and often humorous,
guide to getting into medical
school.
Pre-med preparation tells what
to do and look for in your undergraduate life (Now, for those of you
who don't catch the importance of
pre-planning). Think freshman
chemistry is bogus compared to
genetic research and the 'A' you'll
get
in Underwater Basket

Zebala, Jones and Jones
Mustang Publishing

#'# #** #*# •*# •*#
Weaving? Med schools not only
look at your total GPA, but also the
GPA derived solely from science
courses.
Guidelines for better grades
will be a helpful tool although you
may already do many of the
things they suggest. Obtain old
exams, take a reasonable course
load, make flash cards, etc.
Different strokes for different folks.
Whatever you can do to keep your
GPA at a respectable level.
However, one running theme
through this book is simply "Have
a Life." While no activity should
be allowed to put your GPA in danger, an existent social life will
make a student more relaxed and
ready to learn. The book tells of
two med school applicants. One

applied with a 2.0 GPA, the other a
4.0. The former had been active in
a service fraternity, then after
graduation went to Africa with
the Peace Corps where helping
suffering people aided his decision
into medicine. The latter had fantastic grades, that's it. Guess who
was accepted and who wasn't.
Another positive move the
book offers to make your pre-med
life more prosperous is to get a job
in a hospital, clinic or research
facility. If they won't
hire you, volunteer.
Interviewers see this as
very valuable. Don't ever
let yourself become so
haughty as to think any
job is beneath you. This
sounds too much like
the nursing student who
claims they're never
going to change a bedpan (and there are people who think that). You
can be sure that a motivated unit secretary in
the Emergency Room is learning
things that you won't hear for
years.

Term Papers
JULIE BERGLIND

staff writer
The deadline for the English
term paper is tomorrow. The computer is on, the coffee is brewing
and the words are not flowing.
What to write, where to write it,
who to give credit to and where to
begin are a just a few of the questions whirling around in the procrastinator's mind.
Steven Posusta, a student at
Colorado University working on
his M.A., knows what a procrastinator's life is like and has written a
guide to help students who are
plagued with the I'll-do-it-later
syndrome.
The guide is
appropriately
titled,
Don't
Panic:
The
Procrastinator's
Guide to Writing
an
Effective
Term Paper (You
Know Who You
Are).
In a thin, 62page paperback,
Posusta
gives
tips and examples of the rough
draft,
thesis
statement,
free writing,
revision drafts
and the final
work of art.
The
guide
gives simple formulas to follow for
writing a thesis and quoting.
Posusta inserts comic relief on
almost every page while attending

Don't Panic:
The Procrastinator's Guide to
Writing an Effective Term Paper
Steven Posusta
Bandana Books

The recommendation should
reflect more than just a casual
acquaintance.
Where should you apply? It
will serve you best to apply to
many schools. Logic dictates that
the more schools applied to, the
better your odds of acceptance.
The book also groups med schools
into "Most Competitive, Very
Competitive, and Competitive."
None of the South Carolina medical schools made these lists, but
Duke and Emory were ranked
highly.
Many more guidelines await
you in this very informative book.
What to look forward to, what to
do now and what to expect.
There's even a tidbit of what yearly salary you can expect. Name
your preference: Anesthesiology,
$262,327; Cardiovascular Surgeon,
$467,973; Neurosurgeon, $433,744
(mean salary, of course).
Start today, get the book, check
out the Association of American
Medical
Colleges
website
(http://www.aamc.org) and get
going on your road to medical
school.

Only $21.95!

Full Service Oil Change
Featuring Havoline Formula! Motor Oil.
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to grammar and format lessons. A
complete term paper from beginning to end is explained using
practical, time-saving hints.
This book may or may not be
helpful when writing a term
paper. The only way to pull off an
A' is to put forth the time and
effort. Besides,
most professors
can detect an
easy way out,
and a procrastinator's formula
isn't
exactly
going to pull the
wool over their
eyes. But, when
the clock is ticking down to the
last few hours
and the computer is blank,
there is no harm
in pulling out a
guide made for
the procrastinator.
Don't Panicis
available from
Bandana Books for $6.95.

MCATS are the storm on the
horizon. The authors try to ease
the fears of MCATS by helping you
prepare: "The MCAT is not the SAT,
an IQ test. It's about knowing old
concepts so well they're as fresh as
when you learned them." What is
stressed again is early preparation
which you can do today. Don't
cram for that physics test, understand it.
The application process is
spelled out in detail with the same
underlying theme,
start early. The book
states that many
students make the
error of not thinking about recommendations until
the junior year
when they are due.
The authors suggest
you start looking for
them day one of
your freshman year.
The best person to
write a recommendation is a well-known instructor
who knows you more than "Bob,
the guy who got an A' in his class".

Complete engine protection against:
Starting friction
Heat stress
Engine deposits

Add more life to your car.
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The Oil Change Specialists

Hours: M-F 8-5:30
Sat. 8-12

978 Tiger Blvd.
654-5823
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, Amex

Visit your campus computer store for
the best deals on a Mac.

Power Macintosh'S4D0

Power Macintosh' 7200

Macintosh* Pertornwf 6290
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Apple computers now being sold
in your on-campus bookstore.
Store Hoursj M-2h 8-6, Fri. 8-5>
Sat. 10-4 & Sun. 1:30-5
ftonei (864) 656-2050

Free one-year Apple warranty.
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ALL-WEEK EVENTS

A Backstreets • Sourwood
Honey

A Edgars • Happy Hour 4-8 p.m. Select lager
$1.75

A Esso Club • Mishap

A Anderson County Fair
Fri-Sat. • Hwy 29 in
Anderson • 1-800-7278499

A Edgar's • Mystic
Vibrations

A Brooks Center • Fallen
to Earth ■ The
Clemson Players •
Bellamy Theatre • 8
p.m. • Tues.-Sat. • $6
general public • $4
senior citizens • $2 students/youth • 656RSVP

A McP's • The Oath

A T Ed Garrison Arena •
Horse Show
SATURDAY, SEPT.

28

A Charlie T's • Live
Sports Talk ShowWCCP • 5 p.m.

A Los Hermanos •
Acoustic Night

A T Ed Garrison Arena •
Horse Show

A Backstreets • David
Ezell

30

A Los Hermanos •
Monday Night
Football • Free Wings
A Niffer's Place • QB1
Interactive Monday
Night Football ■ in the
bar
TUESDAY OCT.

1

A Los Hermanos • Movie
Night • 75^ PBR

A Rumors • Dance Party

A McP's -TheOath

A. Niffer's Place- 2-for-l

A Esso Club ■ The Pulse •
after the game

A Niffer's Place • Burger
Night ■ $2.99 burgers
with side

27

appetizers • at the bar

mFm
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1. Sebadoh
Harmacy
2. Sunbrain
Liquid
3. Smog
The Doctor Came at
Dawn
4. Cub
Box of Hair
5. Versus
Secret Swingers
6. The Cardigans
1st Band on the Moon
7. Face to Face
Face to Face
8. 7 Foot Politic
7 Foot Politic
9. Nerdy Girl
Twisther
10. June of 44
Tropics and Meridians

THE ENTIRE
UPSTATE
AVAILABLE FOR
AREA PLUS AT
$10.00 PER MONTH
FOR 35 CALLS,-TALKASLONGAS
YOU WANT!!!—
$25.00 SET UP FEE CAN BE USED
FROM ANY
TOUCHTONE
PHONE INTHE
AREA!!!!!!!!
CALL
864-224-7930

THURSDAY, OCT.

3

A Los Hermanos • Sports
Night
A Niffer's Place • Fajita
Night ■ 2 Big Fajitas
for $12.82

27,1996

A Tiger Town Tavern •
Cornbread
A Backstreets •
Pendulum
A Esso Club • No Wake
A Brooks Center •
Paramount Brass &
Ethos PercussionBrooks Theatre • 8 p.m.
• $12.50 general public
• $10 senior citizens •
$6 CU students/youth

Seneca Cinemas

A Niffer's Place -2forl
appetizers at the bar

FRIDAY, SEPT.

2

WEDNESDAY, OCT.

A Anderson County Fair
• Championship
Demolition Derby

MONDAY, SEPT.

A Anderson County Fair
• Daryle Singletary

SEPTEMBER

Hwy 123 Seneca

Call 882-0000 For Showtimes
Feature schedule for:Friday Sept. 27, 1996
*0pen for matinees Fri at 3:3pm & Sat. at 1:3pm only!*Matinee
discounts on all shows prior to 5pm. Wed. & Thur. College Id Night.
Extreme Measures
Maximum Risk
Rich Man's Wife
2:25,4:50,7:15,9:35
2:05,6:05,10:00
2:10,4:10,6:10,8:10,10:1C
Tin Cup
Last Man Standing
First Wives Club
2:00,4:30,7:05,9:40
2:30,4:45,7:10,9:45
2:20,4:35,7:00,9:15
BulletProof,4:05,8:05

wmmimm
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On the Spot: Keith Street Pub and Grill
ANDY BAUER

staff critic
(On The Spot is a new weekly
restaurant review with a "secret
shopper" twist. The author will
visit a different restaurant/bar
each week grading them on that
visit. Bad service will be reported
by name as will good service.
The views and opinions in this
column are not necessarily shared
by The Tiger staff or Clemson
University.
Restaurants
and
servers beware: give good service to
everyone as you never know when
you'll be put On The Spot.)

The Place: Keith St. Pub and
Grill
Time: Lunch Wed., ll:a.m.
Did you say 11 a.m.? Oops, we
don't open until 11:30 for lunch. I
walked in to find a sign reading
"Dining Room Closed - Bar Open".
No problem. I can go grab a beer
and check out the bar while I wait
for the dining room to start swinging. I walked in and after a few

minutes of not seeing anyone I
realized the sign should have read
"Bar Open, you won't be served,
but it's open".
Several other people had started to gather assuming 11 o'clock
was the standard lunch start time.
We were all seated taking up three
tables in the entire restaurant. The
table next to me had three people
and we had our orders taken at the
same time. My neighbors had a
guy server. I had Melanie. Melanie
was a nice girl. She took my order,
brought me my food, brought me
my check. She was cordial, but not
personable - none of the intangible personality
that makes a
visit
more
enjoyable.
My
food
was quick to
come to my
table. However,
I couldn't help
but notice that
my neighbor's
table got their
food after I'd
already
finished eating
and was waiting on my
check.
He
ordered
the
same time I did.
Keith Street's physical properties are much to their advantage. It
is a very eye pleasing and comfortable environment. I liked the modern and open flow of the whole
restaurant. Today, however, while
the eyes were being pleased, the
ears were being assaulted. One of
Bugs Bunny's gremlins had a jackhammer on Keith's CD player. Ever
heard a CD skip continuously? Try
it for 10 minutes, "duh, duh, duh,
juh, juh, juh, buh, buh, buh, etc.". I

was ready to confess whatever Chicken Cordon Bleu for over $5
and that's the
they were trying
sandwich alone.
to get out of me.
This
would
Finally someone
bring the avernoticed
and "I know Keith Street Pub
age
total
to
killed the whole and Grill can do better,
thing.
around $7 per
person.
The food was I've seen it done."
ANDY BAUER
I
usually
quite good, but
staff critic report on things
watch out, fries
to look out for
are extra. This
that the restaucaught me off
guard. What this boils down to is a rant offers, but no one was around

long enough to strike a conversation with. I know Keith Street Pub
and Grill can do better, I've seen it
done. Sometimes you're just, On
the Spot.
(Check the Time Out calendar
for more information on these
events. And look for next week's
On the Spot, as Bauer tests his
palate on the restaurants and bars
of Clemson.)

On the Spot Scorecard
5
Melanie
7 Bar
9
Prices
8 Speed
Decor
10 Food
9
Bring A Date ..8 All responses are out of a possible 10.

Overall

7

You've just entered
Birkenstock country.
We specialize in Birkeitstacks?So hurry in taui
start enjoying all the comfort you desews.

PERFORMING AT THE

Y- BEACH

BIRKENSTOCK
The original comfort shoe.

Sunday, October 6, 1996
Tickets: $10
Available in the Loggia

3440 Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-226-5283

Y| GRADYS {?

Mon -Sat 9:30-8:30
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Ciannad
Lore
Atlantic Records

#•# #*# #*# •*# #*#
Bottom Line: Songs with
sounds from the WAY past
Ciannad is an Irish Gaelic band
that has been on the music scene
for some time. Although they're
not as mainstream as they would
like to be, they have two big names
supporting them. Clannad's lead
singer, Maire, is Enya's sister. Bono
of U2 also claims Ciannad to be his
favorite Irish band. This admiration of Ciannad has had him sing
several duets with Maire on
albums past.
Ciannad is very attached to
their Gaelic past and show their
heritage in each album they produce. The first track on every
album is a different Gaelic chant
or song sung in the original language. The band is also very active
in communities trying to keep the
Gaelic heritage alive at least in the
heart and mind of Ireland and all
her descendants.
This five member band has
great harmony within itself. This
harmony is further supported by
great music and a talented, but not
overwhelming saxophone in key
spots. This music, while sometimes strong and vibrant, is never
overpowering. Many of the ballads
are so soothing they could put you
to sleep.
Overall, it is great for studying
or date music. If you like Lore, be
sure to get their past CD's, Macalla
in particular. Both are full of driving music and sweet melodies. I
strongly recommend this one.
-Chris Grace

Orleans
Ride
Dinosaur Entertainment Corporation

•*
Bottom Line: Your Parent's
Music
Orleans has an impressive track
record. They have played on
albums and been on tours with
Bonnie Raitt, Little Feat, Crosby,
Stills, and Nash, Jackson Browne
and Linda Rondstat. You can tell
by this list that Orleans is an
impressive band, but the music

will probably not fit the likings of
a college-aged crowd. As a matter
of fact, this music is so adult contemporary, it would make a great
anniversary present for your parents.
The lead singer sounds a bit
like Peter Cetera of Chicago at
times and the music has the tendency to slip into a bubble gum
rock, repetitious slump. The title
track "Ride" would fit well into the
soundtrack of a Sweet Valley High,
teeny bopper movie.
On the track "One Tribe," the
band uses monotonous drum
rhythms and low, repetitive notes
to achieve a stereotypical tribal
tone.
The best song on the album is
"I'm On Your Side." If the Nylons,
an a cappella group from the 80s,
were ever going to put a song to
music, it would sound like this.
The song is very sweet, which
means you should only take it in
very small doses.
Even though Rolling Stone
called Orleans "the best unrecorded band ever," I fail to see it. The
only place I can see this album
being of any service is my dad
blasting it through the house
while vacuuming: he works a lot
faster when he has something to
whistle to.
~ Mary C. Green

Jesse
Johnson
Bare My Naked Soul
Dinosaur Entertainment Corporation

$$
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negative, there are highlights to
this work. If I heard "My Life" without knowing it was Jesse Johnson, I
would think it was Lenny Kravitz;
some of the guitar and vocals are
very similar.
"Let Me In," gets straight to the
point about having great sex. The
lyrics to this song are inspiring to
say the least.
"Cry Like the Skies" is the best
song on the whole CD. The
strength of the bridge and the harmonies is a perfect match to the
guitar perfection in this one track.
You can tell that Jesse Johnson
knows the guitar backwards and
forwards, so I wonder what happened. Better luck next time I
guess.
- Mary C. Green

Tears For Fears
Saturnine Martial & Lunatic
Fontana / Mercury

•*
Bottom Line: 79 minutes of
pointless experimental b-sides.
With Tears For Fears there are
great songs and there are terrible
songs. They either hit the mark
with pop perfection, like "Shout"
and "Head Over Heels," or wallow
in egotistical artistic expression,
like The Seeds of Love album.
Since Saturnine Martial &
Lunatic is a b-sides collection, it
sounds as though Roland Orzabal
has scraped the bottom of his song
barrel.
Tears For Fears' history can be
neatly categorized into two periods. The Tears were an upbeat '80s

SEPTEMBER
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synth pop group on their first few
albums, consisting of the nerdy
Curt Smith, Roland (earring/hair)
and Ian Stanley (the nice keyboard
guy with the leather jacket).
But, afterwards, Roland was left
solo to explore more personal and
guitar-oriented
soundscapes.
Unfortunately, the majority of this
Doug Powell
compilation is of their latter period.
Ballad of the Tin Men
Roland has a strange obsession
Mercury Records
with psychotherapy (hence the
«£#•£# ffr
group's name) that is represented
in the odd song themes. "The Big
Bottom
Chair" is a quirky instrumental Line: Davey Jones meets the'90s
based on Sybil and her multiple
I have to admit this was on O.K.
personalities.
CD. The music is good and the beat
"Deja Vu" expresses the evils of is infectious. Powell has good harprogress and science, and "Empire mony with his back up singers as
Building" is about the conduct of well as a good voice going for him.
soldiers in the Boer War. Even
There's one thing though, I keep
stranger is "Schrodinger's Cat," in seeing teeny-boppers rushing the
which he takes the role of the great stage screaming for his underwear
quantum physicist's pet.
when I try to picture him in conThe collection has several cert. This vision has nothing to do
experimental new-ageish instru- with his looks, but the feel of his
mental that are filled with odd music just makes you think teenyspeaking and vehicle samples like bopper.
car doors and helicopter blades.
His voice, if you can imagine
Only the thin "Marauders," by Ian, this, is almost a blend of Davey
has a noticeable tune.
Jones and Jon Bon Jovi (Bon Jovi!!
The Tears rely on other artists Bon Jovi!! see?! it's that crazed
on a few tracks like "Johnny Panic teenage girl thing you can't help
and the Bible Dreams" which is a picture).
rap remake of "The Seeds of Love"
Some of his ballads almost get
performed by Fluke. "Sea Song" into the whiny prostelitizing that
and "Ashes to Ashes" are only good gets on your nerves if not the first
because they are carbon copy time you hear it then the millionth
remakes.The screeching "My Life time the radio station plays it
in the Suicide Ranks" makes me because 13-year old Suzy Q has
want to end it all.
called and requested it for the love
There are a some notable songs, of her life (can you say Michael
however. The catchy "The Way You Bolton?).
Are," shines as a fun, new wave,
This one is a hard call. Taste is a
synthladen track from their earlier large decider in market decisions
days. "Always in the Past" has a (Econ 101). Maybe wait until you
nice percussion groove if you give hear him on another album or the
it a couple minutes.
radio station and see if you like it.
But, overall the material on this It's a good CD, but it would probacollection was obviously left off of bly be one of those in your collectheir albums because it's too bor- tion that collects dust, played only
ing to sell.I'd just stick with their seldomly.
greatest hits.
~ Chris Grace
~ Clay Kriese

Bottom Line: Too Synthesized
Jesse Johnson has definitely
had the experience to make a hit
record, but this is not it.
If you remember The Time
from earlier Prince movies,
Johnson was the lead guitarist for
the group. If you don't remember,
or don^t care, that's all right
because no on else does either.
He played songs on movie
albums for The Breakfast Club,
Pretty in Pink and White Men
Can't Jump. He has also written
songs for Janet Jackson, Paula
Abdul and the artist formerly
known as Prince.
In his latest effort, Bare My
Naked Soul, there were some obvious flaws and some hidden highlights. His voice on many of the
tracks is heavily synthesized. This
factor alone leads to the ever popular problem of all the songs on the
album being clones.
Track 11, "War Babies," is so bad
it's almost comical.
Not wanting to dwell on the

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796
■ Free pregnancy test
■ Free one-on-one counseling
■ 24 Hour hot line
Hours: Mon. (10-5), Wed. & Fri. (10-2)
Evenings and Saturdays by appointment.
Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Building)
Seneca, SC 29678
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Your source for mainstream and independent comics,
posters, t-shirts, toys, anime and more,
3464 Cinema Center, Anderson (near the Market Place
Cinemas). 261-3578
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'Really funky blues,' 'swamp boogie'
CAPTAIN

FROM PAGE

1

But perhaps his most significant work came when he got
involved
in
Recreational
Psychotherapy at the former
Anderson Memorial Hospital. It
was here that he began using reggae music as therapeutic treatment for patients.
This led Morgan to get his M.Ed,
in
Emotional
Handicaps,
Secondary Ed. With this degree he
worked as a teacher for handicapped children at the Patrick V.
Harris Psychiatric Hospital.
But enough history. That's not
what "the Captain" (a longstanding nickname probably related to a
certain brand of rum) is all about.
Given the chance, Morgan would
rather be out camping on the
Chattooga, catching a blues performance at an area club or out on
the open road.
"I still ride the motorcycle, 1979
Yamaha 110QXS Special, shaftdrive with over 120,000 miles and
she still works fine," says Morgan,
his face lighting up with pride. As
"Mustang Sally" blares through the
studio monitors, Don describes his
"perfect day."
"It's a good day when you get a

bill you can pay, get sugar from
your honey and you don't have to
work—when nothing breaks
down—and maybe be out on the
water somewhere," he says.
Morgan proceeds to slip into a
story about recently taking a ferry
to a primitive campsite on
Cumberland Island where he and
a friend camped and rode mountain bikes.
So why "Roots music"?
"Well, it all started with reggae,"
said Morgan "In the late '70s, a
friend had some Peter Tosh
albums that he let me listen to.
That's where I really got turned on
to it. So when I began DJ-ing here
at WSBF, my show used to precede
the blues specialty show. When
that guy left, I took over the blues
show, and that's how I picked up
on that."
Over the years, Morgan's show
has expanded to pick up other
genres including folk, zydeco, a
rowdy regional cousin known as
"swamp boogie," and world beat.
"Though lately I've gone back
to mainly focusing on reggae and
blues," Morgan added. "The thing
about roots music is that it's best to
see it live: to see the colors, the
artists, to soak up the atmosphere,
to truly feel the music."

And what is Morgan's personal call me Husband, and don't call
favorite? "Really funky blues," he me Daddy."
said. "It's music that tends to have a
While Morgan does have a. son
beat similar to a heartbeat. It's who is a successful banker in
something instinctive, primal."
Charlotte, at least for the timeBut as Don will immediately being he doesn't have to deal with
add, there is such a thing as too the former title.
much of a good thing.
Don is beginning a new chapter
"You've got to watch how much in his life as his divorce to his wife
music you lisof 26 years is curten to and ______
rently winding its
through the
what you lis"It's a good day when you way
ten to; it is poslegal system, and
he
recently
sible to O.D. on get a bill you can pay get
such a thing," sugar from your honey
became
unemployed when his
Don
says. and you don't have to
seven-year posi"There was a
tion as art teacher
period about a work"
at two elementary
year ago when
in
I was really
CAPTAIN DON MORGAN schools
WSBFDJ Abbeville
was
down, and the
:
terminated.
music I played
But don't feel
reflected that
too sorry for him.
lyrically. For
"I'm currently in love with a
about a month, I was playing these
songs that both reflected what I woman," he says, grinning, as a
was feeling and reinforced those reggae love song, coincidentally
feelings at the same time. Art and plays on the air.
And so, except for the radio
life became confused. Since then
I've learned the importance of show, his "sweetheart," and friends,
reality checks, especially on my Morgan no longer has a reason to
remain in nearby Anderson. "I
vivid imagination."
Out of nowhere, as if respond- could choose opportunity, but I'm
ing to an invisible spirit or perhaps just too damn lazy," cracked
the music, Morgan declares, "Don't Morgan.

His immediate plans for the
future? "Basically, I keep looking
for opportunities to be self-indulgent. I live one day at a time, and
always shoot, from the hip," he
said.
Besides this basic philosophy
of life, Morgan is considering
returning to his roots at Clemson
by tutoring student-athletes.
"When I was an athlete here,
there were people who were
always around to reinforce study
habits and basically check up on
us, and that's the sort of thing that
I'd like to do," Morgan said.
Regardless of all else, however,
Don Morgan will always have his
music.
"Recently, I went down to
Florida to attend the funeral of
friend of mine who was on the
track team. I was able to play this
reggae piece during the service—it
was really nice."
Having said that, Don returned
to the control board to fade out
"Destination Unknown" with a
sleight of hand and seduce the
microphone once again.

Write for Time Out
Call Ethan at 656-0986 or meetings at Edgar's on Thursdays at 7 p.m.
New quality office space
in Clemson on Hwy. 123
at Hwy. 93. Reception
and business services
available. Beautiful
conference and meeting
rooms.

Call 654-2207

grfie White C^ubOU
• INCENSE • POSTERS • CARDS •
• JEWELRY • WINDCHIMES •
• CANDLES • PRINT SPREADS •
• T-SHIRTS • STARS • CRYSTALS •
• PURSES • WOODEN BOXES •
104 N.

CLEMSON AVE.

653-5600

"Everything Old is New
Again"-Peter Allen

Anne Merchant
A Vintage Clothier
Jeans, Jewelry, Tie Dyes,
Tapestries, Fine Art & Funk

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SEMESTER ABROAD

TIME WARP

Open Mon.-Sat. Noonish- 7ish
Starting Oct. 6, Sundays 1-5
1517 Augusta Street
Greenville, SC 29605
(864) 242-3644

•

LONDON

•

HONG KONG

•

MADRID

Field study, internships
& study tours
Business & liberal arts courses
taught in English
Language at all levels
in Madrid and Hong Kong
Generous tuition grants
and academic scholarships
Summer business programs
in Asia and Europe

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY • 119 Euclid Avenue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • DIPA@suadmin.syr.edu • http://sumweb.syr.edu/dipa
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to Diamond Dolls. Ladies,
too-it will be one of those
multicultural
experiences
feminists are always whining
about.)

ZAPHOD BEEBLEBROX

staff astrologists

MRTHOAY
Being naturally detail-minded,
you tend to have few money troubles - your conservative and sensible side comes out when handling
financial matters. Try not to be
picky and judgmental with potential partners; remember there is no
such thing as perfect. (You've
spent all your money on 1-900
numbers and now you can't even
afford that fat hooker you love so
much.)
IW-i Ifcffsi. r^S

Sept. 24-0ct. 23
The week begins confusingly
and doesn't seem to improve much
at all. Money news may be iffy at
best, and cooperation is definitely
lacking. Try to bypass any form of
speculation. Dreams of traveling
are a pleasant diversion from the
daily grind, what are you escaping
from? (You're probably escaping
from yourself. You are so psychotic
that you'd like to stalk yourself
wouldn't you? Seek help before
some bored journalist labels you as
"disgruntled.")

SCORPIO

Oct. 24-Nov. 22
You are feeling overly burdened
by family responsibilities. Being a
strong and stable person, people
naturally tend to count on you;
maybe its time to be a little selfish
and work on your own interests.
It's up to you to decide how much
you will give to those around you.
(O.K., how much is a good question. You are easier than anyone in
the tri-county area. Your name is
on every rest stop bathroom wall

AWJARJIflg
Jan. 21-Feb. 19
Working harder than ever,
it seems as if every task
requires twice the time and
effort to finish. You may be a
little rundown and that is why
everything seems to be such a
big chore. Start taking better
care of yourself, and your outlook
will be much brighter. (Brighter,
hah! You aren't ever going to get
laid if you keep watching so much
football on TV. Harbaugh might be
a hell of a quarterback, but he can't
compete with a good, old-fashioned roll in the hay. Cheer up,
though. Your roommate is the Mac
Daddy. He will find you a date if
you do all the dishes and keep
Eucalyptus girl happy. Ride the
snake.)

\
"^
£ W

in the state. You throw more leg
than a major league pitcher. You
might as well start charging.)

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23-Dec. 21
Being ambivalent about a home
problem will not help matters at
all. This could be one of those matters that must be approached
head-on. Those around you may be
somewhat touchy, so take that into
account when dealing with all.
Realign your priorities - the future
is bright. (Head-on is right. You
make Divine Brown look like a
choir girl. Elevators, cars, strode
tower-you give new meaning to
the phrase "going down."

CAPRICORN

Dec. 22-Jan. 20
Follow through on a project
that is money, family or property
related. This could have potential
well beyond the immediate benefits. Distractions at work have a
negative effect on your concentration. You will connect with a likeminded individual who wants to
help you. (You guys are fine this
weekend. Treat yourself with a trip

PISCES
Feb. 20-March 20
A financial matter requires
your attention. Old debts must be
cleared away as soon as possible - it
will take some effort to get your
cash flow situation to a comfortable point. You are busier than
usual and have less time for fun
and games. A new lover is patiently waiting. (Yeah, waiting for you
to get it up. She wouldn't have
come home with you if she knew
Mr. Limpy couldn't salute.)

ARIES

ytJiflrtyOl;
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March 21-April 20

June 22-July 23

Creative opportunities during
the week may be just the opening
you need in order to explore a
career-related idea you have been
toying with for some time now.
Give your mind and nerves a rest you will need to be 100% on the
homefront. Romance is highlighted at night. (You got that right
Aries. Take advantage of the sexual chemistry you and your love
stud feel. This will be one hell of a
weekend-try not to throw a rod.)

Be skeptical of promises given
to you by a close friend or business
partner. Your financial prospects
are slowly improving. Be extra cautious in dealing with other people's
money. The key is to focus on positive emotions and diffuse tensions
as they arise. (Use the lotion. Use it!)

*us
April 21-May 21
You seem to be overly concerned with your financial base.
You and a mate haggle over joint
funds and finally agree on a better
approach to handling your money.
Relationships with co-workers are
positive and beneficial. Someone
will do you a big favor soon. (Do
the bull dance, you're workin' it,
feelin' the flow. El toro, rear those
horns on parents' weekend-maybe
her mother wants to ride the bull
as well...)

Although you may be in the
mood to have things your own way,
it's not a good time to insist on that.
Back off with your loved ones: they
are no doubt distressed by your
efforts. You seem to be busier than
ever with friends and neighbors
showering you with invitations.
(You, friend, are a selfish bastard.
Do you think that if your significant other left the country for six
months that you'd be able to keep it
in your pants? Yeah, right. Pipe will
be laid even before your lover's
plane lands. Ride the snake, big
daddy, and treat your roomates to
nickel drafts. Who's your pitcher?)

VIRGO
August 24-Sept. 23

GEMINI
May 22-June 21
A powerful mutual attraction
may arise between you and someone you meet during the week. The
other person will take the lead in
bolstering the relationship. Your
emotions are downbeat and probably affecting your work or health
- make sure to conserve your energies. (Don't expect to compete with
a real lover; just be happy you can
still get it up.)

CANCER

July 24-Aug. 23

You have a lot of personal and
family obligations this week.
Despite all this commotion, you
feel surprisingly calm and more
serene than usual. Old emotional
issues now make sense, and you
are free to deal with them and then
let them go and get on with your
life. (Those sessions with your analyst really paid off. Now go downtown, let Snake get you plastered,
then find someone who will take
you home and play a little of the
old in-out, in-out.)
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FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/
VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

College Students

$2,750
Within Weeks
Work Only 2 To 4
Weeks. No More
Work, But Receive
Continuous Earnings
For Years & Years. 1800-518-7294
Wine and beer distributor seeks
dependable individuals for part
time service work in grocery
accounts on Sundays and/or
Wednesdays. Flexible hours,
good pay. Separate positions for
Greenville, Spartanburg and
Clemson/Anderson. Call 2692990 between 3 and 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
The Galley Restaurant, Fine
Waterfront Dining, Great Pay,
Flexible Hours, Only 12 miles
from campus, No Sundays,

Campus
Evenings only. Now Hiring All
Positions. Apply in person at
Portland Marina, Lake Hartwell,
Anderson, 287-3215 or 287-

3211.
Part time, Greenville area, international marketing firm seeking
business minded individual for
leadership position, training
available, 864-627-5001.
$1750 weekly possible mailing
our circulars. For info call 301-

tics center. Excellent salary.
Preschool - competition team
experience
preferred.
8559660.
Help Wanted: Entry level graphics and layout production assistant. Knowledge of printing,
maps, and computers desirable.
Part time or full time. Send
resume to: KFM-CM, 110 Liberty
Drive, Suite 100, Clemson, SC
29631.

306-1207.
$35,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll Free (1)
800-898-9778 Ext. R-6691 for
details^
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. d6. P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes at
home. Send SASE to P.O. Box
624, Olathe, KS 66051.
Wait staff, bartenders, kitchen
help. Primetime Grill, Seneca,

882-1915.
Seneca Cinemas is now hiring
for 2nd Assistant Manager,
weekend hours until holidays.
Contact Ted Gaines at 8829042 or 885-9738.
* EARN EXTRA INCOME * Earn
$200 - $500 weekly mailing
phone cards. For information
send a self-addressed stamped
envelope to: Inc., P.O. Box
0887, Miami, Fl 33164.
We pay you $2.00 for each envelope you stuff - no joke! Send a
#10 size SASE to: R.W.J.
Enterprise, Ltd., P.O. Box 1222,
Laurel, MD 20725-1222.
Full time and part time instructors needed for growing gymnas-

TORRENT
One person furnished office in
Clemson, free utilities, free
parking, convenient. Ask for
Connie - 654-2207.
Two bedroom apartment on
Lake
Hartwell,
available
November 1st, $495, 8882860.

FO
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax,
Repo's, REO's. Your Area. Toll
Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext. H6691 for current listings.
SCOOTERS, SCOOTERS, SCOOTERS. WHY WALK WHEN YOU
CAN RIDE AND PARK EASY WITH
KASEA, SUNDIRO, OR TOMOS.
CALL 882-6787.

TRAVEL

""

***FREE TRIPS & CASH***
Find out how hundreds of student representatives are already
earning FREE TRIPS and LOTS
OF CASH with America's #1

PAGE
Spring Break Company! Sell
only 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
Jamaica or Florida! CAMPUS
MANAGER POSITIONS ALSO
AVAILABLE. Call Now! TAKE A
BREAK
STUDENT
TRAVEL
(800) 95-BREAKL
SPRING BREAK '97 EARN CASH!
HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS.
TRAVEL FREE ON
ONLY 13
SALES!!! JAMAICA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE
FREE INFO PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH
1-800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHT0URS.COM
Hundreds Of Students Are
Earning Free Spring Break Trips
& Money! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Free! Bahamas Cruise $279,
Cancun & Jamaica $399,
Panama City/Daytona $119!
www.springbreaktravel.com

1-800-678-6386.
Wanted!!!
Individuals
and
Student
Organizations
to
Promote SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS
CALL
INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS
http://www.icpt.com
1-800-327-6013.

opportunities
for
career
enhancement.
Memberships
open; contact Dr. . Patricia
Knowles at 656-0913.

Submit your poetry, fiction,
prose, art and photography to:
The Chronicle, P.O. Box 2187,
Clemson, S.C. 29632-3066 or
e-mail to Chron@hubcap.clemson.edu for possible publication
in our fall issue.
What career organizations do
you belong to? All employers
look for organization/activity
experience. American Marketing
Association can assist you with

TO

FIND

MISCELLANEOUS

STUFF

Papers, theses, dissertations:
Writer/editor, 21 years' experience, will proofread, edit, polish
completed manuscripts. 864244-3906 (Greenville). Ask for

or

BUY

Walter.
Wanted: 6 tickets § to the
Clemson -vs- USC game, Nov.
23rd. Call Connie 864-6542207.
All Clemson University employees get a 10% discount at
Niffer's. Come in and have
lunch with us.
QB1 is back! Join us for Monday
Night Football! Be an armchair
quarterback and guess the
plays of the NFL's elite. Sports
trivia at 7:30 and the game
starts at 9:00! College games
available every Saturday and
Thursday at Niffer's Place!

STUFF
or

SELL
STUFF
or

TRADE

PERSONALS"

ANNOUNCEMENT?

9

STUFF

Robert - I can't wait to see you
this weekend! Alicia.

Write forThe Tiger.
Call Mike (News),
Owen (Sports)
or Ethan (Time-Out)

at 656-2150.

TRY
THE TIGER
CLASSIFIEDS
IT
WORKS!

r-

An alternative health insurance plan for
Clemson University Students

Student
Health
Insurance
Coverage that complements Student Health Center services as well as University-sponsored
coverage, such as Emergency Care, Accident and Illness coverage.

• $1,000,000 in maximum benefits
• Premiums are payable monthly
• It's portable - you keep this plan as long as you pay the premiums
(most student health plans terminate upon graduation).
• You decide how long you want your coverage. This plan offers flexible coverage periods.

For more information, contact:
Health Benefit Concepts, Inc. (800) 463-2317
Student Insurance Division (800) 303-3815
Underwritten by
Blue Cross BlueShield
of South Carolina

Clemson University does not endorse or sponsor this health plan.
k
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THE TIGER

Price leaves team
STAFF REPORTS

Freshman linebacker Idris
Price left Clemson Monday and
returned to his home in Norwalk,
Conn., head coach Tommy West
said Tuesday.
Price had missed the first three
games of the season because
Clemson had not certified him eligible.
West said he had not practiced
for the last week-and-a-half.
"He's disheartened right now,"
West said.
Price was one of the most
prominent members of the Tigers'
most recent recruiting class.
SuperPrep rated the 6'2" 215pound Price as the fourth-best
linebacker in the country. During
his final season at Milford
Academy in Connecticut, Price
had 115 tackles and 22 sacks.
The NCAA Clearinghouse had
previously approved Price's academic standing, West said.
West said Florida State and
Nebraska had also recruited Price.
Baseball
Clemson baseball's annual
Purple-Orange game will start at 7
p.m. Sept. 27th and will showcase
the 1997 Clemson baseball team.
Fans are encouraged to arrive
early for batting practice which
begins at 5:30 p.m.
Golf
The Clemson golf team is
ranked sixth in the Rolex
Collegiate Golf Rankings preseason poll released Sept. 18.
In the individual rankings,
Clemson senior Richard Coughlan
is ranked 13th while junior
Charles Warren is ranked 19th.
Junior Joey Maxon is ranked

26th nationally.
Florida holds the top spot followed by Arizona State, Oklahoma
Sate, UNLV, Texas Christian,
Arizona, East Tennessee State,
Texas and Southern California.
Athletics
Clemson's athletic department
finished the 1995-1996 year ranked
27th nationally according to the
National Association of Collegiate
Director's of Athletics/Sears
Directors' Cup.
The Directors' Cup is awarded
annually to the best athletic program in the country. Stanford
University received the trophy this
year.
Rankings are based on the how
each Division I institution finished
nationally in each sport.
Clemson partially achieved
their ranking by being the only
school in the nation to participate
in a bowl game, the NCAA men's
basketball tournament and the
College World Series. The Tigers
placed 15 of their 18 teams in postseason play including nine of a
possible 10 team invitations to
NCAA postseason tournaments or
bowl games.
Seven Clemson teams also finished in the top 20 of their respective polls or NCAA tournaments.
Women's Soccer
Clemsonfinds itself dropped
seven spotsln national poll. The
Lady Tigers are ranked 15th in the
National
Soccer
Coaches
Association of America/Umbro
Select poll. North Carolina retains
the top spot followed by Notre
Dame, Santa Clara, Connecticut,
Maryland, Texas A&M, Portland,
Massachusetts,
Florida
and
Nebraska.

SEPTEMBER

Lady Tigers continue to win against Tenn.
HERRI WEST

staff writer
In their second shutout of the
season, the Clemson women's soccer team improved its record to 6-2
with an impressive 5-0 win over
the Tennessee Volunteers last
Friday night at Riggs Field.

| 10%

Nails i

worth
Pointing out'

off

> Complete Dinners Starting At Only $5.95
> Every Sunday Noon until 8 pm
• Dinner 5pm nightly
• Fresh Veal and Chicken

Ask for
LEE
Formerly

assist from Beth Keller. Crawford
also netted the second goal, by
Suzanne Finn.Clemson's ball
shook the net for the third time in
the 26th minute of play when the
Tennessee goalkeeper charged and
deflected a shot, resulting in Sheri
Bueter's goal.

• The Finest Steaks and Seafood
• Absoutely The BEST Salads in the Upstate |
• Romantic Italian Atmosphere
• Excellent California & Italian Wine List

PfiSTfl HOUSE
undays* Happy Hours ^
231-8811

4126 Clemson Blvd. Next to Holiday Spa

Hiking Gear • Camping Supplies • Backpacks • School/Day Packs
Emergency/Travel Kits • Dehydrated Foods • Survival Accessories
RockyR Boots/Athletic Shoes • Tee Shirts • Water Filtration Kits
Rain/Cold Weather Gear • Hunting Accessories • Knives & More
Greeting Cards • Plush Animals • Gift Baskets • Windchimes
Candles • Hummingbird Supplies • Ornaments and Much More
PUR.
X)oulton

Jfemington.

SNAPLIGHT.

$6 OFF

EASLEY
-@K

WE HAVE MORE
VICES THAN YOU

The evening was definitely a
point festival for the underclassmen of the team, with 15 of 16
game points earned by freshmen
and sophomore players. The first
goal was a five-yard header scored
15 minutes into the game by freshman Jennifer Crawford off an

Qo "West, you re The, 'BestI

THE COUNTRY FACTORY

Gorgeous

AHBYS

/
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K-MART
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TO/
GREENVILLE

5190 Calhoun Mem Hwy
#D&E
Easley, SC 29640

864-859-8858

■ any J^Q» School Pac
I Show Coupon for 10%
■
storewide student
I
discount
■
■

at The Country Factory, Easley, SC
expires 11-31-96
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Cigar Aficianado, All About Beer, Wine Spectator,
Tatoo, Playboy, Gourmet, Coffee Journal, and
Thousands More Magazines Catering To AII Your
Secret Desires

Hair South
In Clemson

Savings 101

Bring In
Coupon
Acrylic
Tips Overlay
Silk Nails
Gel Nails
Fills
Manicures
Pedicures
Nail Design
Air Brush
Sculptured Nails

Open 7 Days a Week 9am-9pm
Professional Nail Care for
Ladies and Gentlemen

And you thought you'd only be tested on coursework
You'll have a lot of studying to do when you need to get to New York
using what's left in your piggy bank.

SAMPLE

Or you can call 1-800-Air South for low student fares like these...

m&sstsmdfflaM®
(864)888-1500
706ByPassl23
Seneca.SC 29678

PARIS
HONG KONG
TOKYO
COSTA RICA
MEXICO CITY

299
434
447
265
318

FARES ARE EACH WAY FROM COLUMBIA BASED ON A ROUNDTRP
PURCHASE. FARES DO NOT WCLUDE FEDERAL TAXES OR PFCS
TOTALWG BETWEB* $3-545, DEPENDING ON DESTINATION OR
DEPARTURE CHARGES PAID DMCTLY TO FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.

Council Travel
National Reservation Center
1-800-2-COUNCIL
(1-800-226-8624)
http://tctvw.ciee.org/truveLhttn
EUROPASS FROM $210

EURAILPASSES
AVAILABLE BY PHONE!

102 North Clemson Ave. • Downtown Clemson
664-2210 • open 9AM - 9PM Eight Days A Week

Charleston
Chicago (Midway)
Columbia
New York (JFK)
Norfolk

^4

A Louisiana
Bar and Grill
Lunch 11:30-2 M-F
Dinner 5-1© MS
Happy Hour 5-7
$2.00 Bar Brands
live Entertainment
Friday and Saturday
3450 Cinema Center
Anderson, SC 29621
716-0016

27,1996

Off-Peak

Peak

(T-W)

(Th-M)

$19
$59
$19
$49
$39

$29
$79
$29
$69
$49

Students 25 and under with proper I.D.
S o u i Ji
c>

H

-AIR SOUTH
For schedules or reservations, see your local travel agent or
call

1 -800-AIR SOUTH/1 -800-247-7688
or see our web page
http://www.airsouth.com
*PFC of $3-$8 may apply. Fares listed arc one-way, non-refundable, and require instant purchase at least 7 days in
advance of travel. Seats arc limited and may not be available on all flights. Fares arc subject to change without notice.
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A Closer Look At Freshens.
There is a new look and sound at the Canteen this
semester. Look for the big banana and listen for churning blenders at the newly introduced Freshens Premium Yogurt & Smoothies station. Pairing the rising
demand in low fat options among Clemson students
with its popularity for years in mall food courts,
Freshens made its way to the Canteen in August.
Freshens Premium Yogurt is 100% natural and contains 50% less calories than ice cream. Twenty flavors of
nonfat and low fat frozen yogurts are offered at the
Canteen on a rotating basis. This soft serve treat can be
served in a cup, cake cone or waffle cone. An assortment of cookie and candy toppings are available for
those who are not watching their waistlines as closely.
Freshens All Natural Fruit Smoothies are a blend of
nonfat yogurt or natural fruit juice and select real fruits.
Weighing in at one pound each, Smoothies are perfect
for a filling breakfast or light meal. And since they are
portable, you can suck on a Smoothie on your way to
class.
Three different types of Smoothies beckon to you...
...Yogurt Smoothies feature a combination of nonfat
yogurt and various real fruits.
...Tropical Fruit Smoothies area blend of natural fruit
juices and real fruit.
...Power Smoothies are identical to Yogurt Smoothies,
but with an extra kick. Special protein supplements are
added to give you extra energy and endurance. (Try the
"Hangover Helper" on those days when you are feeling "under the weather".)
Stop by the Canteen and take a closer look at what
Freshens has to offer!

• Yogurt Smoothies •

• Power Smoothies •

Jamaican Jammer
Bananas, Strawberries & creamy nonfat yogurt
Strawberry Squeeze
Creamy nonfat yogurt with loads of Strawberries
Raspberry Rocker
Raspberries, Bananas & creamy nonfat yogurt
Pina Collider
Pineapple, Bananas, Coconut Juice
& creamy nonfat yogurt
Razzmatazz
Raspberries, Pineapple, Bananas
& creamy nonfat yogurt

The Waist Watcher
Strawberries, Bananas, nonfat yogurt & Fat Burner
Hangover Helper
Strawberries, nonfat yogurt & protein powder
Zany Brainy
Raspberries, Bananas, nonfat yogurt
& Energizer Carbo Plex
The Arnold
Bananas, Strawberries, nonfat yogurt
& protein powder
The Energizer
Raspberries, Pineapple, Bananas, nonfat yogurt
& Energizer Carbo Plex

• Tropical Fruit Smoothies •
Caribbean Craze
Strawberries, Bananas & ten fruit juices
Strawberry Shooter
Ten fruit juices blended with loads of Strawberries
Raspberry Rhapsody
Raspberries, Bananas & ten fruit juices
Pineapple Passion
Ten fruit juices blended with Pineapple & Bananas
Raspberry Rhumba
Raspberries, Pineapple, Bananas & ten fruit juices

Freshens Smoothies
Menu At-A-Glance
Smoothies contain
between 1.0 to 2.5 grams
%
of fat per serving.

YOGURT prices (not including tax)
Small—$1.49
Meduim—$1.79
Large—$2.09

fun facts

Toppings—394
Cake Cone—$1.49
Waffle Cone—$ 1.99

Harcombe Food Court used more
than 7,000 ice cream cones during
the week of September 2-8.

Cooking\ For Health
It's Trick or Treat Time, so we thought you might like
-nutritional information on some of this year's favorite Halloween treats

.

TOTAL FAT

SATURATED FAT

CALORIES

SERVING SIZE

Peanut M&M

13 gr.

5 gr.

250

1-1.74 oz. pkg.

Baby Ruth

13 gr.

7gr.

280

1-2.1 oz. bar

Three Musketeers

8gr.

4gr.

260

1-2.13 oz. bar

Snickers

14 gr.

5 gt.

280

1-2.07 oz. bar

Hershey's Milk Chocolate

13 gr.

9gr.

230

1-43 gr. bar

KitKat

12 gr.

8gr.

220

1-1.5 oz. bar

0

0

10

3 gr.

2gr.

0

190

1-1.7 oz. pkg

3 gr.

.5 gr.

160

8 pieces

0

0

130

11 pieces

ITEM

Chiclets
Sugar Babies
Starburst
Gummi Savers

Harcombe Food Court patrons ate
more than 211,200 french fries in
one week.
Campus-wide, Food Service
employees have a combined 2,073
years of experience to serve you
better.

1996

SPECIAL EVENTS
MONDAY

Schilletter Dining Hall's new Icee
Machine has pumped over 5,000
cups in less than two weeks.

October

Harcombe & Schilletter
SUNDAY

Canteen customers use more than
14,500 packets of ketchup and
1,000 packets of mayonnaise in an
average week.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

/

See the following

[

"Food For Thought"

1

pages for Canteen
Combos, Fernow Street
Cafe Daily Specials, and
1
Clemson House
<
\ OCTOBER Calendar. J

Harcombe Dally Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:

Schilletter Daily Lunch
& Dinner Offerings include:

■
■
■
■

• PASTA BAR
" POTATO BAR

PASTA BAR
POTATO BAR
PIZZA STATION
TACO SALADS

BOSS

PAGE

11

PAGE
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Fernow Street Cafe

October

DAILY SPECIALS
SUNDAY

1996

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

B

Combo
Combo
Combo
Combo
Coming Soon
"Pretzel Logic"
Cheese Pizza
2 Hot Dogs
Cafe Burger
Swiss BBQ Burger
French Fries
French Fries
French Fries
gourmet hand twisted 22 oz.Breadsticks
Fountain Drink
22 oz. Fountain Drink
22 oz. Fountain Drink
22 oz. Fountain Drink
soft pretzels.
$3.29
$3.29
$3.29
$3.29

□

Combo 1
Pepperoni Pizza
& Breadsticks

1

0
Taco Salad
$3.29

$3.29

E3 Combo

1

Combo

Veggie Burger
& Curly Fries

Soup &c Salad
22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

$3.29

Combo 1

Combo

Combo 1

Combo

BI.T Sandwich
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

Fish Filet Sandwich
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich, French Fries
Bowl of Soup

$3.29

$3.29

$3.29

Combo 1

Combo 1

Cheese Pizza
Breadsticks
22 oz. Fountain Drink

Cafe Burger
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

BBQ Swiss Burger
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

$3.29

$3.29

Combo

m
•2 Hot Dogs
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

m

Pepperoni Pizza
& Breadsticks

Taco Salad
$3.29

$3.29

$3.29

Combo 1

Combo

Combo

Grilled Cheese
Sandwich, French Fries
Bowl of Soup

m

Soup & Salad
22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

$3.29

$3.29

Combo 1

Combo 1

BLT Sandwich
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

Fish Filet Sandwich
French Fries
22 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

$3.29

$3.29

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

BRUNCH
W^
Fried Chicken
j^t
Fried Fish
Turkey & Dressing
Meatloaf
DINNER
Jerk Chicken
Pot Roast
Fettucini Pesto

BRUNCH

DINNER
Fried Chicken
Pasta Alfredo
Beef Liver w/Onions
BRUNCH
LL 1
Turkey & Dressing L^t^
veai scauopini
^^^^
Fried Chicken
Ham & Macaroni Casserole
DINNER
Meat Lasagna
Reuben Sandwich
Pot Roast
Vegetable Eggrolls

DINNER—C/ii!ii?i'ii< Scenes
Hot, Teriyaki, BBQ, &
Honey Mustard Wings
Jerk Chicken
Vegetable Quesadillas

^^ LUNCH
^n
ILi Potato Bar
^t
Fried Fish
■■■ Chicken Fot Fie
^BH
Sandwich
BBQ Pork Sandwich
Lemon Pepper Chicken
DINNER
DINNER
Sweet & Sour Chicken
Meatloaf
Pepper Steak
Baked Pork Loin
Vegetable Egg Rolls
Vegetable Quesadillas
LUNCH
Beef Stir Fry

pTT LUNCH

Pepper Steak
^^^L
vegeiaoie Lasagna BHH1
Baked/Fried Chicken
Fried Fish

LUNCH
^^ LUNCH
Beef Buri'unrh
^J
Potato Bar
^^m corned Beet
Chicken Broccoli Casserole Seafood Creole

ET] LUNCH

Sliced Ham
Vegetable Stir Frv
BBQ Chicken
■■■1 Beet Pot Pie
Vegetable Quesadillas
Chicken Crispitos
Potato Bar
DINNER
Sweet & Sour Pork
DINNER
Ham, Macaroni & Cheese Vegetable Pita
Chicken & Rice
Sliced Roast Beef
Monterey Chicken

LUNCH
Spaghetti
witti iausage
Baked Fish
Gyros
DINNER
Meat Loaf
Chicken Wings
Chili Macaroni

u

DINNER
Stuffed Flounder
Curried Chicken
Pasta Marinara

DINNER
Kielbasa
Shrimp Stir Fry
Chicken Floreintine

W+

LUNCH
FV1
Tuna Casserole
ULA
HH
^^^^ Pasta & Crab
Mousline
Chicken Filet Sandwich
DINNER
DINNER—Chanynf Scenes
Chicken Parmesean
Ham w/Pineapple Glaze
Chicken Fajitas
Spaghetti with Meatballs
Bow Tie Pasta
Vegetable Lasagna
Marinated Fish
w/Pesto Sauce

DINNER
Stuffed Chicken
Carved Ham
Jerk Pork Loin

^^ LUNCH
RP LUNCH
Pyj
hmm Potato Bar
ZAu Lins'uini with
^^^L
^^^^ Vegetable Lasagna ^^^H Clam Sauce
^^^
Chicken Cordon Blue
Honey Glazed Chicken
Chuckwagon Steak
DINNER—Clanging Scenes DINNER
Kung Poa Chicken
Chicken &
Vegetable Stir Fry
Broccoli Fettucini
Shrimp Eggrolls
Beef & Bean Burritos
Beef Short Ribs
Mexican Lasagna

W

^n

^n

LUNCH
^n LUNCH
^n
Chicken Wings
It-J Flank Steak
WA
Grilled Fork Chops Hi Spaghetti
Nacho Bar
with Meatballs
Chicken Broccoli Casserole
DINNER
Greek Chicken
DINNER
Fried Fish
Sliced Pizza
Shepherds Pie
Pasta w/Mixed Vegetables
BBQ Pork Ribs

LUNCH
PJfl LUNCH
PPJ
r "4v
Szechvan Beef
^^^U Potato Bar
Mushroom Quiche B
BBQ Pork
1H1
Chicken Fried Steak
Sandwich
Lamb Stew
DINNER
Bean Burritos
DINNER
Chicken Florentine
Corned Beef
Cajun White Fish
Fried Fish Sandwich
Linguini with Marinara
LUNCH
^Tl
Meatloaf
Turkey & Dressing ™
Fettucini Alfredo
DINNER
Pineapple Glazed Ham
Baked Spaghetti
Chicken Fajitas

LUNCH

Lunch &
Dinner Specials
10:30 a.m.-Close
September 30-October 6
Monday-Sunday
BBQ Sandwich
Bag of Chips
& 16 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

October 14-20
Monday-Sunday
Any Calzone
Breadsticks
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29
October 21-27
Monday-Sunday
Meatball Sub
Bag of Chips
& 16 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29

DINNER
Swiss Steak
Hawaiian Chicken
Black Bean Casserole

LUNCH
|TJ LUNCH
Sl11 Fr
UlJ Nacho
UU
) Chicken
|^J
^^m Vegetable Pot Pie ■
■ French Dip
Grilled Chicken
Spaghetti w/ Meat Sauce
w/ Peppers & Onions
DINNER
DINNER
Roast Turkey
DINNER
Pasta Primavera
Vegetable Eggrolls
Sliced Pizza
Chicken Chimichangas
Chicken Cacciatori
Fried Fish
Tacos
Beef Stew

Sliced Roast BVpf
^^^* Baked Fish
Pasta Marinara

py
^V LUNCH
L^f Chicken Livers
C^t
^^M w/Onions
^^^m
Egg Plant Parmesan
French Dip Sandwich

SATURDAY

^^ LUNCH '
^^■lUNCH
Nacho Bar
m^M Famale pie
Italian Sub
1 Vegetable Pita
Cajun Fried Chicken
Jamb a lay a

^1 LUNCH

DINNER
Salisbury Steak
Stuffed Shells
Turkey Pot Fie
LUNCH
Roast Turkey
Italian Subs
Meat Loaf

LUNCH
Veal Parmesean
Cheese Ravioli
Stromboli

FRIDAY

1w?

$3.29

W

THURSDAY

Food For Thought
continued

October 7-13
Monday-Sunday
2 Hot Dogs w/ Chili
French Fries
& 20 oz. Fountain Drink

October
1996

^J
LUNCH
^H LUNCH
Vegetable Lasagna 1
Honev Glazed Ham ^LJ
1'otato Bar
^^H Roast Beet
■■■
Chicken Cordon Bleu
& Jack Sandwiches
Linguini w/Clam Sauce
DINNER—Clwiifim Scenes DINNER
Cantonese Chicken
Beef-n-Bean Burritos
Vegetable Eggrolls
Chicken & Broccoli
BBQ Short Ribs
Fettucini
Mexican Lasagna

BRUNCH
VTB LUNCH
^^
Fried Perch
wLA Beet Ravioli
Kfl
Meat Lasagna
^^^* Baked Chicken
■■■■
Fried/Baked Chicken
Fried Pork Chops
Spaghetti with Meatbaiis
DINNER
DINNER Chicken Fillet Sandwich
Soft Shell Taco
Lemon Pepper Fish
Meatball Sandwich
Beef Tips w/Mushrooms
Vegetable Lasagna

m

Jfc, ♦

Cheese Pizza
Breadsticks
22 oz. Fountain Drink

Clemson House ^
MENU SPECIALS j§T
SUNDAY

ES

Combo 1

Combo

Veggie Burger
& Curly Fries

m

CTS

Chicken Parmesan F^^J
Stuffed Shells
^^m
Pork Chops
DINNER
Chicken Chimichangas
Salisbury Steak
Pasta Primavera

Special Events at
the Clemson House:
'Tiger Spirit Buffet"
October 16

October 28-November 3
Monday-Sunday
Reuben
French Fries
& 16 oz. Fountain Drink

$3.29
Tiger Stripe can be used
at any of our locations:
■East Campus Store
■ Fernow Street Cafe
■LJ. Fields
■Canteen
■Seasons By the Lake
■Harcombe Food Court
■Schilletter Dining Hall
■Clemson House Dining Hall
■CATS
■Agricultural Products
Sales Center

introducing the all new:

SUNDAY
SUNDAE
BAR

_

Lunch To Go

at Clemson House Dining Room

4:30-7:30 p.m.
Accepted forms of payment:
Meal Plan, Tiger Stripe, or Cash

rRed
r eem th is
! coupon to receive wd

~l
V/i ■

| SUNDAY SUNDAE BAR

|

at Clemson House Dining Room
I • Not valid with Meal Plan
| • Offer expires: 11-3-96
I • One coupon per person

Lunch To Go

at Clemson House

FEATURING: Soft Serve Ice Cream, Hot
Toppings, Fruits, Nuts & Assorted Candies

I
|

Choice of Lunches

If you don't have time to sit
down and eat lunch at the
dining hall, stop by Clemson
House Dining Room, & pick
up a Lunch To Go!

Monday

Turkey and Monterey Jack
Rotini Pasta Salad

Tuesday

Peanut Butter and Jelly
Greek Salad

Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

Thursday

Roast Beef and Cheddar
Antipasta Salad

Friday

Manager's Choice
Greek Salad

$3.38 + tax
or use your
meal plan

^Clemson
^Tiouse
DINING SERVICE

27,1996

Wednesday Ham and Swiss
Chef Salad

Lunch includes: Whole fruit, Can of Soda,
Cookie, &-Chips ( not included with salad lunch)

SEPTEMBER
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Food For Thought continued

li FiCl

liFiS
ADDITIONS

Weekly Lunch Specials
MONDAY
Smothered Chicken
Served with Baked Potato
or French Fries

•BEER*
$3.99

Featuring 12 domestic, 4 imported
& 2 non-alcoholic beers

•WINE*

TUESDAY
Pasta Special
$3.99
Pasta will change every week
Served with Side Salad

A selection of Premium White,
Premium Red, Blush & White
Zinfandel wines.

WEDNESDAY
Dozen Buffalo Wings
$3.99
Choice of Hot or Mild BBQ Sauce
Served with French Fries or
Baked Potato

Add a special twist by pairing a
cappuccino with one of our
10 flavored gourmet syrups.

THURSDAY
L.J. Fields Burger
$3.99
Served with French Fries
Add Cheese or Bacon 25tf extra
FRIDAY
Manager's Choice

•ESPRESSO & CAPPUCCINO

Celebrate
Parent's Weekend
by treating
your family to
Sunday Brunch
at the
Clemson House!
11 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
$6.67 + tax
or use your Tiger Stripe

•ASSORTED DESSERTS
Clemson Catering proudly prepares
such sinful selections as specialty &
New York Style Cheesecakes, flaky
pastries & rich cakes.

$3.99

Lunch is served
Monday thru Friday
11 a.m.- 2p.m.

*Beer & Wine are served
Monday thru Friday
4:30p.m.-Close

656-1656

656-1656

PARENT'S WEEKEND
BUFFET MENU
ENTREES
•Carved Roast Beef & Ham
•BBQ Pork
•Fried Chicken
•Baked Fish
w/ Creole Sauce
•Bowtie Pasta w/ Tomato,
Basil & Oregano

VEGETABLES

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
In recognition of Parent's Weekend,

treat your parents to Sunday Brunch or
a special dinner at "Seasons By The
Lake" & use your Tiger Stripe!
656-7444
tor reservations
or information
WE ACCEPT:
Tiger StripeMasterCard
VISA

an
unforgettable

LUNCH
l l :30 a.m. - 2 p.m., Monday-Sunday
SUNDAY BRUNCH
l l :30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
DINNER
5 - 10 p.m., Monday-Thursday
5 - 10:30 p.m., Friday & Saturday
(Open at 4 p.m. on Football Saturdays)
5 - 8 p.m., Sunday

Choose a cup
& fill it up!
Purchase a 16 oz. Party Cup for • nJ^u
& fill it up with penny candies
at regular price.
Great Gift Ideas:
•Sorority Gift
•Fraternity Gift
•Welcome Back Surprise
•Birthday Present
•Halloween Treat

•Corn Cobettes
•Tomato & Okra Casserole
•Macaroni & Cheese
•Green Beans
•Norway Mixed Vegetables
•White & Brown Rice
•Grilled Potatoes
w/Peppers & Onions
BRUNCH ITEMS
•Scrambled Eggs
•Sausage
•Sausage Gravy
•French Toast
•Bacon
•Stone Ground Grits
•Cheese Grits
BREADS & DESSERTS
•Zucchini Bread
•Banana Nut Bread
•Apple Cobbler
•Pumpkin Pie
•Pecan Pie

We look forward
to serving you!

EAST CAMPUS
CONVENIENCE STORE

Gift supplies are available at register:
•Curling Ribbon
25(2 a yard
•Gift Bags
30(Z each

DINING SERVICE

m
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Tigers defeat Georgia Southern, fall to UGa.
KATHY RUKAT

DAN ACUNfl/staff photographer

MIXED RESULTS: Tigers won against Georgia Southern but lost to the
University of Georgia Bulldogs.

staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball team
dispatched Charleston Southern
in just 45 minutes in front of 250
excited fans Friday night at Jervey
Gymnasium.
The scores of the three games
were 15-1,15-3, and 15-0. The Lady
Tigers hit .563 with only three
errors on 30 kills and 48 attempts.
They also added 14 block assists
and two block solos to their totals.
Ashley Self was the lady of the
night.
She had a career-best hitting
average at .765. She hit 13 kills with
no errors on 17 attempts.
The Lady Tigers dropped their

CODE

record Saturday night to 7-6 with a
loss against Georgia in Jervey
Gymnasium in front of 308 fans.
The scores of the games were
13-15,9-15,15-3 and 6-15.
"UGA is a good team," said
head coach Jolene Jordan Hoover,
"We played hard against them."
Julie Rodriguez posted 12 kills
on 29 attempts plus one block solo
and three block assists. Cindy
Stern had 10 kills and knocked
down eight block assists.
"We start ACC play soon," said
Hoover, "That is like starting a new
season."
The Tigers will play Georgia
Tech on Wednesday, Sept. 25, and
Coastal Carolina on Oct. 1 at home.

Ladies' soccer defeats Furman in devastating blowout
KERRI WEST

staff writer
Eight is great, especially when
it gives Clemson's women's soccer
team its second consecutive
shutout.
Freshman Beth Keller led the
Lady Tiger soccer team in a 8-0
defeat of Furman Tuesday night at
Riggs Field. Keller added three
more goals to her already impressive list of stats. The shutout was
Clemson's third of the season.
Lissa Mansberry and Alison
Burpee each had one goal and an
assist in the match. Burpee scored
her first career goal at Clemson.
"It's awesome," said Head Coach
Leone of the back-to-back shutout
games.
"This is the first game where
we're pretty pleased about putting
two 45-minute halves together,"
said Leone.
They most certainly did put

two halves together, and they did it
with flash and style, racking up
four goals in each half, amassing
29 shots and seven corner kicks on
the game.
Furman's goaltender put on a
very strong performance in saving
six shots under extreme pressure
from Clemson offense.
As usual, the Lady Tiger
defense played well, keeping the
Paladins scoreless and allowing
only two shots in 90 minutes of
play.
Keller leads the team with eight
goals scored and 22 total points.
She is the conference leader in
assists with six.
Sophomore starter Sarah
Burkett, who has five goals thus far
in the season, was injured early in
the first half.
The win improved the Lady
Tigers to 7-2 overall, and they are
currently ranked 15th in the
nation by the NSCAA poll.

GRAHAM KINARD/

——
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The team suffered the loss of
three injured starters last year
with Iker Iturbe, Bill Harder
and Code. It was up to a very
young team to try and finish
the year successfully.
"Those guys had to grow up
fast last year so now we basically have a team of veterans," said
Code. "Not only with my return
but also with the return of Bill
and Iker, we'll be able to play
with a lot of depth."
Code is hoping to improve
on last year's team which
secured an NCAA tournament
birth. "We're working hard to
get in shape and we have great
team chemistry," said Code.
"This team has the capability to
go all the way. I think this is one
of the best teams that Clemson
has had in a while."
Code has big plans for his
last season at Clemson and feels
confident that he will be ready
to play when the season starts.
"I would like to thank everybody for helping me through
this," Code said.

WAKE

ROUT: The Lady Tigers defeated the Paladins with ease. When it was all
over, the Paladins were on the business end of an 8-0 defeat.

27,1996
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attempts for 160 yards with one
touchdown and two interceptions.
Tm not ditching our starting
quarterback right now," West said.
In addition, West stressed the
importance of fan support for
Saturday's contest. "I said from the
time I got here that this would not
be easy, and that there would be
some tough times," West said. "I
think it's important right now that
they pull for their football team. If
you want to point a finger and get
upset then do it at me, but don't do
it at our football team."

—I

Check Out Uur
Coin Laundry V*
WASH, DRY, FOLD SERVICE
.69C lb
MON'WED-FRI
9am - 12pm
654-2637
located between Hardees
and Esso Club

Top Name
*'... .ir

*
*

:
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You've Got To See It To Believe It!
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4
SHOP OUR HUGE SELECTION OF QUALITY
DESIGNER FOOTWEAR ALL UNDER ONE ROOF!
«'<■§-

Route 85

MDim&msm
°£M°(SM£3°H5KM<

$16,995

•*►*.

s

Forrester Drive
Bilo Corporate
Headquarters

ter Dr. Suite AS ♦ Greenville • 864-213-990
td. Toward
coni Light
Turn Le
left
I month term (47 months plus one final payment of $9,691.05). $1,850 Awn plus South Carolina tax and la.
Amount financed: $15,145, 9.64% APR, on approved credit. Expires 9/14/%.
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Crooks earns accolades, record

OWEN DRISKILL

sports editor
Saturday marked the first
installment of pressurefilled college football
games laced with national
championship implications.
Following the hype, the commentary and the violent
removal of goal posts, a few
moments of reflection are
needed to assess the big picture.
Knoxville, TN
Florida 35
Tennessee 29
The Florida Gators reminded the Tennessee Volunteers
that a record-setting crowd of
over 107,000 people means
absolutely nothing to a team
with Steve Spurrier on the sidelines and Danny Wuerffel
behind center.
The Vols managed to score
29 unanswered points, but
their offensive explosion erupted too late in the game.
Quarterback Peyton Manning
passed for an impressive 492
yards. Comparatively, Clemson
has passed for 340 yards in
three games.
Tempe, Arizona
Arizona State 19
Nebraska 0
The Sun Devils renewed
Nebraska's humility by snapping the Cornhuskers 26-game
winning streak. The difference
in the game, Nebraska quarterback Scott Frost. He has potential, but he does not exude the
leadership Tommie Frazier
brought onto the field in every
game.
With Frazier in the backfield, Nebraska had two highcaliber runners between
Frazier and either Ahman
Green or Lawrence Phillips.
How Frazier never won a
Heisman Trophy in his career
remains a mystery.
Austin, TX
Notre Dame 27
Texas 24
The luck and the special
teams of the Irish prevailed in
Saturday's best contest. Notre
Dame kicker Jim Sanson split
the uprights to give his team a
27-24 win over the Texas
Longhorns.
Saturday, Notre Dame will
square off against Ohio State, a
team which ground the
Pittsburgh Panthers into
crushed buckeyes, 72-0. Pitt,
similar to Clemson, was once a
dominating team during the
1980s and 1970s. Both teams'
decline uncovers further evidence of the changing trends
which prevail in college football.
Columbia, MO
Missouri 38
Clemson 24
On a soft, muddy field in
Columbia, Mo., the Clemson
Tigers made a statement in a
game which did not make
most highlight reels.
Unfortunately, the statement
was the antithesis of their
intentions.
A legitimately mediocre
team rushed for 292 yards
against Clemson, the most by a
Tiger opponent in 11 years.
Missouri managed only a 3-8
record last season and was
winless until last Saturday.The
Memphis Tigers managed a 1916 victory over Missouri and
Texas defeated the Tigers 40lOClemson's rough season
may grow harsher in a week
when the Tigers travel to
Tallahassee, Fla., to face the
Florida State Seminoles. If FSU
is still ranked second behind
Florida on gameday, Seminole
Head Coach Bobby Bowden
may try to impress pollsters
with a mammoth victory over
Clemson.
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The Seneca native has had his
hopes on Clemson because he
grew up with the Tigers, and it
gives him the opportunity to be
close to his family.
"There is no one in life that I
TAMMICA PIXLEY
look up to more than my parents,"
staff writer
said Crooks. "I still have a close
Not many football players have relationship with them since I am
the opportunity to break records so near, and I have the chance to be
during their freshman year, but around to bother my little sister
Kenya Crooks came to Clemson like an older brother should."
and did just that.
His 12-year-old sister is part of
He tied tailback Raymond the reason Crooks chose to major
Priester for the most starts by a in sociology.
first-year freshman with eight. He
"If I don't play professional footalso set the Clemson record for ball, I want to be a social worker or
receptions by a true freshman something along those lines," said
with 21.
Crooks. "I love kids."
Crooks caught for 208 yards
Crooks takes his leadership role
that year and was only six yards on the team as seriously as he
away from the record held since takes his big brother role at home.
1983 by Terrance Roulhac.
"Some people lead by word-ofHis first reception as a Tiger mouth while others lead by action,
was a 13-yard touchdown pass at and I try to do both," said Crooks.
the N.C. State game in 1994.
One of the players who has
Despite all of his early success, inspired Crooks in the past is Brian
Crooks said that he had a hard Dawkins.
time when he first got to Clemson.
"He always just did what he had
"It was hard to adjust during to do on the field every day," said
my freshman year here at Crooks.
Clemson," said Crooks. "There's a
"He was very dedicated, and I
lot more to playing football in col- try to apply his way of thinking to
lege than there was to playing in my own game."
high school."
Crooks has very high hopes for
Crooks was ranked as the 13th- the season and feels that before he
best wide receiver in the nation graduates, the team is capable of
during his high school years, and, achieving ACC and NCAA
according to his coach, he earned Championships.
the honor.
"If we work really hard and
"Kenya is a very hard-working luck is on our side, I think it's posand determined player," said Rick sible," said Crooks.
Stockstill, Clemson wide receiver
"I don't care what anyone has to
coach. "He wants to be the best say about it."
player that he can possibly be and
Crooks said he hopes more than
he'll do whatever it takes to get anything that everyone will stop
having misconceptions about the
there."
In an effort to improve his football team. •
game, Crooks gained 18 pounds
"If people would just get to
over the summer.
know us, they would realize that
"I felt that an increase in my we are here for the same reason
size would improve my game," they are, and that's to get an education."
said Crooks.

► Receiver Crooks has contributed early, with recordtying eightfreshman starts.

RECORD BREAKER: Receiver Kenya Crooks tied Raymond Priester's
record with eight starts as a freshman.

WSBF and the sports world collide
► Alex d'Amecourt hosts
sports talk show on
Clemson's 88.1 WSBF
KEVIN BRIDGES

assistant sports editor
Unbeknownst to many
Clemson students, WSBF
88.1 FM has a sports talk
show which is hosted by Alex
d'Amecourt.
"It's college students talking
about college sports," said
d'Amecourt.
The show features a panel of
sports fans who talk about not
only Clemson sports, but all other
sports as well.
The panel consists of Brandon
Youngner, Scott "Champ"
Chamberlain, Jon Davis, James
Brody and Greg Wagen.
Youngner has been dubbed the
"Midnight Marauder" and makes
his picks of the week according to
the spread; he has enjoyed a very
high success rate.
Chamberlain keeps listeners in
touch with the sports world by
bringing them sports news.
Davis and Brody are the football experts on the panel, and
they analyze each week's game.
"Jon and James know everything about Clemson football

SPORTSMEN: Alex d'Amecourt, with the help of his panel consisting of Brandon Youngner, Scott Chamberlain,
Jon Davisjames Brody and Greg Wagen, hosts the WSBF sports show.
views on many different issues,
voice their opinions, though.
from past to present," said
Sports fans are encouraged to give which normally would not be
d'Amecourt.
possible.
them a ring and talk sports with
Wagen analyzes the baseball
"A lot of times after 15 minutes
them or ask them questions.
games and all other sports.
we don't have any more questions
Special guests also join the
"Greg is a walking encyclopeto ask the guest," said d'Amecourt.
panel periodically, such as defendia of sports," said d'Amecourt.
"We start asking him, What do
"I've never seen anyone with more sive lineman Trevor Pryce and
you think about the Braves,' or
baseball coach Jack Leggett.
sports knowledge."
What do you think about this
Listeners can call in and speak
This sports show is not just a
football team?'"
with the guests and hear their
forum for this group of guys to

Men's soccer comes up short against Duke Blue Devils
KATHY RUKAT

staff writer
The men's soccer team lost a
close game to top-ranked Duke
Saturday night in Durham, N.C.
Duke scored the winning goal
only after goalie Matt Jordan was
ejected from the game for intentional use of hands outside of the
box.

"We had things go against us,"
said head coach Trevor Adair.
Junior Jody DeBruin gave
Clemson the early lead when he
scored off an assist from senior
Craig Wenning. Duke's Gaston
Haupert tied the score shortly
before intermission.
With only 10 men on the field
for Clemson because of Jordan's

ejection, Duke's Sam Smith scored
the winning goal off an assist from
Brian Kelly.
Clemson's one goal was the first
Duke had given up all season.
"We had a chance to go up 2-0
in the first half," said Adair. "The
goal looked like it crossed the line,
but it wasn't called."
The Tigers' next home games

are Sept. 25 against Appalachian
State and Sept. 29 versus N.C. State.
"The team played well against
Duke," Adair said. "I'm proud of
their performance. We need to
eliminate mental mistakes.The
team can have a great year if we
play against other teams like we
played against Duke."
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Mill's soccer

Volleyball

Stalten scores
three goals as
Tigers beat
App. State 6-0

Lady Tigers
lose to Ga. Tech
13-15,15-17,
14-16

West and Co. hope to rebound against ACC foe Wake Forest
► After two lopsided losses,
Tigers badly need ACC win
against Wake Forest.
OWEN DRISKILL

spons editor
With the Wake Forest Demon
Deacons invading Memorial
Stadium Saturday, Clemson head
coach Tommy West understands
that the Tigers cannot afford to
sulk.

"We're certainly disappointed
by the loss at Missouri," West said.
"We can't sit around and feel sorry
for ourselves."
Kickoff at Death Valley is
scheduled for 12:08 p.m. The game
will be televised by the ACC
Network.
Wake Forest presents a formidable challenge for a Tiger defense
which relinquished 292 rushing
yards last weekend, the most by a
Clemson opponent in 11 years.
"We'll see the best passing game

that we've seen," West said. "We
really haven't played a team that
will spread us out like Wake will
do."
Demon Deacon quarterback
Brian Kuklick has outgained the
entire Clemson offense with his
845 passing yards this season.
Clemson's total offensive output in
three games totals a mere 771
yards.
Wide receiver Tony Home,
however, may provide a spark for
an inconsistent Clemson scoring

attack. West reinstated Home following the receiver's two-game
suspension for failure to conform
with team policy.
"He made a mistake, and I think
he paid the price for it," West said.
West allayed any notions of a
quarterback controversy during
his Tuesday press conference.
Quarterback Nealon Greene
produced one of his best performances of the season last Saturday
by completing 11 passes in 18
SEE WAKE, PAGE 14

TIGERS
1-2, 0-1 ACC
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DEMON DEACONS
2-2, 0-2 ACC
Kickoff 12:08 p.m. TV: Ch. 7

Tigers falter; season
decline continues
► Discontent in Valley rises as favored
Tigersfall to Missouri. The Tigers lost
38-24.

TYRONE WALKER/special to The Tigej

SURROUNDED: Missouri Tiger defenders corral Clemson's Raymond Priester during
Saturday's game. Priester was limited to 81 yards in 22 rushing attempts.

never able to crawl out of.
"They outplayed us, they out-toughed us
and they played for four quarters," said Tiger
quarterback Nealon Greene. "It was our job to
play for four quarters and we didn't play for
MIKE MCCOMBS
four We played for two."
news editor
Greene and the Tiger offense managed 159
Most fans expected the Tigers to get well in passing yards, but most of those came after
Missouri last weekend. They did. Unfor- Clemson was too far down to make a cometunately, it was the Missouri Tigers who came back.
away healed with a much-needed victory as
"We thought that if we could establish the
Clemson fell 38-24 at Faurot Field.
running game, it would open some things up
Missouri ran up 445 yards of total offense for us, and maybe it did," said coach Tommy
in the contest and won the turnover battle 2-1. West. "The offense played well in the second
They rolled out 292 yards in rushing offense, half. We scored some points in the second
the most against a ^^_^^_^_^^
half."
Clemson team in 11
biggest surprise
"They made big plays when it wasThe
years.
how easy it was for
The Missouri defense counted and that's the
Missouri to overcome
limited Clemson to 348 important part.'
Clemson's usually strong
yards of total offense,
defense.
much of which came
"The first thing that
TREVOR PRYCE
with the game outcome
created
the problem was
Clemson defensive end
already determined.
we had some busted
:^=^^^^^^^=
"We're not sure what
assignments and gave up
happened out there,"
a couple of plays early on
said Clemson center Jamie Tremble. "We feel that set the tone," said Ellis Johnson, Tiger
pretty rough. Missouri played a terrific game defensive coordinator. "I thought as time went
and that's the long and short of it. I'm upset as on, and the number of reps increased, I don't
hell."
think there's any question that we had to start
Clemson scored first on a Raymond Priester going to reserve players and Missouri took over
one-yard run that capped a 13-play 64-yard the line of scrimmage and physically conscoring drive in the first quarter. Priester led trolled it."
the Tigers in rushing with 88 yards on 22 car"They made big plays when it counted and
ries. Missouri scored 24 unanswered points to that's the important part," said defensive end
put Clemson in a 24-7 hole that they were Trevor Pryce. "That's how you win games."

KNOW THE CODE
Senior guard set to returnfrom injury
TAMMICA PIXLEY

staff writer
Hundreds of basketball fans
watched in dismay as Clemson's
leading scorer went down with
a torn ACL in last year's home game
against Virginia.
Senior guard Merl Code contributed
12 points to the victory over Virginia
before he was taken off of the court
with an injury which could possibly
end his career.
The Tigers had an 11-0 record with
Code and went 7-11 without him.
Code underwent reconstructive
surgery on January 26th and began
his rehabilitative program in
February. He worked out six days a
week for seven months.
"It was hard everyday," said Code.

"But Coach Barnes has been there for
that extra motivation. He helped a lot
because he told me he needed me and
that made me want it even more."
Code is anxious to get back into the
game, but he feels that he has a lot of
work to do before he is at his best again.
"Right now, I am about 90 percent,"
said Code. "I have to find my niche
and feel my way back into the place
where I was before my injury. It's
going to be like starting all over
again."
As team MVP his sophomore year,
Code wanted to come back his junior
year to lead his team to the NCAA
Tournament. He did not get the
chance, but a rookie stepped in with
this same goal in mind.
"Terrell Mclntyre adapted to his
leadership role quicker than most

people would have," said Code." He
did the things a good guard had to do
by scoring, rebounding, and assisting
when the team needed him to."
Mclntyre feels no pressure with
Code returning this year.
" I'm glad he's back because of his
leadership," said Mclntyre. "We've got
a chance to be good and if we play
together as a team, we can be great."
Code played in 11 games before his
injury last year which meant that he
could not red-shirt. As a result, he has
lost a significant amount of his college basketball career.
"I was really frustrated not being able
to contribute," said Code. "I had to sit and
watch practice knowing that I couldn't
play, but that motivated me."
SEE

CODE
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RETURNING: Merl Code was the heart of the upstart
Tigers last year until an injury cut short his season.

